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Husserlian approach to language, if his own views on the
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PREFACE

The scope of this thesis was originally conceived

to,be considerably broader than it has finally become.

It is to be hoped that this focusing on a smaller area

has resulted in the shedding of light on the many

interrelated aspects of Heidegger's conception of

language in Being and Time and that it thereby justi

fies the extensive exposition of this thesis. If there

is any clarity in this, I must thank the wisdom of my

advisors for insisting upon it at the expense of los

ing sighot of pretentious arabi tions.

Since language is always about something, however,

a discussion of language can never be relevant unless

it deals, at least provisionallY7 with ontology. with

that in mind, I must apologize for the stress which

the ontological problems are given, and the sketchi

ness with which they must, in this thesis, be inevitably

treated.

In this thesis, I hope to show how Heidegger's

Bleary of language as an articulation of Being develops

from an interpretation of Husserl!s theory of signs in

terms of our concernful dealings in the world. The ex

plicitation of this development forms a specific part

in the broader context of Heidegger's developing onto

logy and may at tlines seem to be at cross-purposes

with it. Nevertheless, \Aihen the issues involved become

clear, they are as interesting as they are challenging.
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Husserl tells us that the sUbject-predicate form

is the underlying a priori structure of thought, language,

and logic. The.full explication of this is given by

someone saying something(P) about something(S) to someone.

As I read the explication of signs by the doctrine of

duali ty of reference in· "Be·in-g· ·an·d Time, Heidegger is con-

cerned to show that there is a fundamental truth in

Hus·serl's schema only in so much as man is a being in the

world confronted with and engaged in certain equipmental

totalities. It is the whole structure of these totalities

ready-to-hand which forms the basis of language and of

words as they are actually used. Heidegger indicates

that what is significant, and hence the linguistic,

operates because there are two interacting levels of

reference the meaning and the meant. Meanings are

announced by the referential totalities of language. The

totality of equipment which is meant has as its target

the meaning of a situation ready to hand. The sign

serves to indicate something about this meaning. Signs

are established by everyday use; they are ready-to-hand

and not just bare marks. Hence the involvement of Being

in the world influences not only what is meant, but how

it is meant in terms of these bi-polar moments of

reference. Thus in Heidegger one does not find a priority

of the nominalized form of language over the predicate,

nor does one find things abstracted from their properties.
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This can in fact be done, but it is not a most basic

a priori structure of thought and language.

What I have attempted to show is that Heidegger

thinks that if language has a basis at all it is in our

everyday form of Being in the world. He maintains that

this is a concernful interaction with entities ready-to

hand. This interaction with the aid of signs is a

fundamental kind of articulation. As such it has a

basically poetic origin, for it brings things forth and

lets them stand as if for the first time. This is why

I indicate the importance of Heidegger's views on the

reductions as opposed to Husserl's and why I think that

the concept of "announcing" is relevant. I have indicated

that Heidegger implicitly uses a reduction to absence

rather than a transcendental reduction in an attempt to

deal with the projections and interpretations of the lived

experience of Dasein. Such a method can deal with the

essential structures of experience without deifying them.

It is also important to keep in mind that instead of

appealing to a transcendental set of categories Heidegger

refers to a discoverable set of' 'e'x'i's't'e'n't1'a'les which, if

'a' p'r'i'o'ri, have more to do with what we are than with what

we think. The task of discovering the' 'a' 12Yi'o'ri' s of

thought and language in the abstract or in empirical

linguistics depends upon premisses incompatible with

Heidegger's thesis. If there is anythin~ a p'r'i'~ri about
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the subject-predicate form it is, as wittgenstein said,

"right there in the world", as it is the articulating

by men in language. The priority of the world and the

concerns of Dasein, as they are found, can be the only

a prio"ri of language.

This brings us to what for some is the weakest

point of the theory of language as articulation; and that

is the theory of truth as disclosedness. At this point

one is struck by a dilemma. One would like to say what

re"ally is, only he would like to do so with "eviden"ce.

If this problem were no longer with us then we could

stop doing philosophy. I happen to think that either

something like Plato's realm of the Forms or Heidegger's

Being-in-the-world as the Openness of Being provide the

only clear ways of dealing with this problem. Either

there is an Absolute standard of Truth which is somehow

reflected in the world, or truth is a matter of 'what'

comes into the openness of the world. The third view

that says that the truth is purely subjective is, so far

as I can see, only a very bad joke. As I try to indicate,

Heidegger's approach to truth and reality is anything

but subjective. But it does depend upon" Da"s~e"in, without

whom there would be no openness within which things are

articulated as such.

I do not claim to have said the last word on

these matters, either for Heidegger or for anyone else.
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But I do think that it is important to get some views

out in the open.
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I

THE EVERYDAY BASIS OF LANGUAGE

1. Introduction to the Problem

That the speaking of Being can become the destiny
of truth is the first law of thought and not the
rules of logic, which can become rules only
through the law of Being. To attend to the des
tiny of the thinking-speaking does not only in
clude our recollecting each time what is to be
said about Being and how it is to be said o It
remains equally essential to consider whether
that which has-to-be-thought may be said, to what
extent, at what moment in the history of Being,
in what dialogue with it, and with what claim. l

,,~ ,,~ *
Voyant se cristalliser de plus en plus les
theories nazies, jlabandonnai la Logique dans Ie
semester qui suivit rna demission et je me mis a
traiter, SOliS Ie titre "Etude du LogoS",. de
llessence du langage, essayent de montrerque la
langue nlest pas Ie produit de la pensee hTh~aine

sous son aspect biologique et racial, mais au
contraire que l'essence de l'homme estfond~e

dans Ie langage considere cornme realite fonda
mentale de l'esprit.

L

But the time may finally have come to release lan
guage from the leash of common speech and allow it .
to remain attuned to the keynote of the lofty state-.
ment it makes - without, however, rating customary

1 "Martin Heidegger;; Letter on Humanism", in Barfett
·and Aiken, Philosophy in the Twentieth century, Vol. 2, p. 301 •

• 2Martin Heidegger, quoted in "Deux Documents sur
Heidegger", in Les Temps Modernes, J.P. Sartre and M.
Merleau-Ponty (eds.), 1946, po 720 ff.

1
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speech as a decline, or as low. It will then no
longer suffice to speak of a lofty statement, for
this, too, iS'lat least in name, still rated by
low standards.

* i~ *
2

Man is a sign that -is not read.

* * *
These statements by Heidegger are especially timely,

for in a subtle way they speak directly to the situation of

contemporary philosophy, and that of the present world.

Moreover, they are laden with a challenge, or rather

an invocation, to philosophers to think-speak about Being

and the destiny of man. Needless to say, we cannot follow

such a development within the limits of this thesis. vfuat

we propose to do is to follow what Heidegger says in Being

and Time which is of central importance to his conception

of language and how it is related to certain ontological

requirements.

-Heidegger begins Being and Tj~e by bringing to our

attention the question of Being which if not: forgotten is

regarded., in our time, as trivial. By treating the views

that Being is universal, indefinable, and self-evident he

indicates that the question of philosophy which would seem

to be the most important still lacks direction. It is my

purpose in tllis thesis to follow-up those aspects of the

formulation of this question which have to do with the

.lMartin Heidegger, ~~at is Called ~1inking, (New
York, Harper and Row, 1968), p. 192.
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phenomenon of language and to place them in the context of

Heidegger's over-all ontological project.

Heidegger's recognition of the fact that the question

of being has· not yet been adequately formulated results in

an investigation which is programmatic in character. He

tells us that "Every inquiry is a seeking (Suchen). Every
1

seeking gets guided beforehand by what is sought." Further-

more, he endeavours to make the enquiry explicit in terms of

what is asked about, that which is interrogated, and that

which is found out by the asking. 2 Being is asked about, by

interrogatingentities in order to ascer.tain the meaning of
. 3

. Belng.

Heidegger agrees
4

that everything is BeingS, but he

also asserts that the meaning of our Being and furthermore
6

the way of access to it is as yet obscure. Therefore! in

order to render the question of Being more meaningful, he

proposes to "first give a proper exp1icitation of an entity

1Nartin Heidegger I Being and Time_, trans. John
Nacquarrje and Edward Robinson (New York: Harper and Row,

·1962), p. 24. Hereafter referred to as·B.T.

2 Ibid •

3 Ibid ., pp. 25-26.

4The prevailing view of ontology put forward, for
example by Quine, is not simply denied by Heidegger. Rather,
in accepting that everything is, Heiclegger also accepts that
it is meaningful to ask for the meaning of the Being of
entities (the values of bound variables) •

5 .
B.T., p. 267 29 "Being is always the Being of an entity."

6Ibid ., p. 26.
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(Dasein), with regard to its Being. lIl Here we encounter

the famous problem of gnoseo-ontological circularity.

In order to fonnulate the question of Being,

Heidegger proposes to show us what the Being of one enti-ty

(basein) is. Further~more, he claims that there is no pro

blem with this, for we can have provisional knowledge of our

Being- without having explicit understanding of the meaning

of Being.
2

The task is one of demonstration in terms of What

we know, and is not one of proof from axioms. It could

therefo~e never be circular.
3

The task of demonstration,

however, is not one of collecting data,4 but of dealing

with the foundations of these data in terms of basic con-
S

cepts. Heidegger, therefore, sees that his problem will
6

involve the calling into question of previous ontologies.

Heidegger proposes an analytic of Da~ei~ before all

else for two distinct preliminary reasons: (1) IIUnc1ers·tand-

ing of Being is itself a definitive characteristic of

Dasein's Being,,7; (2) since all ontology is understood by,

and in terms of, Dasein I an understanding of the thj~ngs

that ar~ has an analytic of Dasein as an absolutely neces

sary pre-requisite.
8

To this analysis Heidegger gives the
9

title fund~~ental ontology. The entity itself (Dasein)

is shown to have three priorities over other entities:

1
Ib_~d. , 27.

2
Ibid.p.

3
Ibi~ .• 28, 31.

4
Ibid. , 29.p • p.

.
SIbid., 6

p. 30. Ibid. , p. 31.

7
Ibid. I 32.

8
Ibid" 33.p. p.

9Ibid'i p. 34.



(1) existence is determinative for its Being~ (2) this

5

self-determining existence is there~ore ontological~

(3) this entity understands contemporaneously with its own

existence the Being of all entities and is therefore the

necessary pre-condition of.all otitology.l

The difficulty of Heidegger's task is shown by the

fact that he·claims that an analytic of Dasein is a pre

requisite for ontology and that while in an ontic sense

Dasein is closest to us in an ·onto~ogical sense it is the
2

farthest removed. That is to say, that whereas we are in

most immediate contact with this existing entity, that is,.

we know it more directly and completely than any other, we

. do not understand the meaning of its (our own) Being in a

manner approaching the completeness with which we understand

other beings. Hence itf it is necessary to overcome this

problem before any ontology is possible, one can expect the

road to be difficult indeed.

with this realization, Heidegger is not completely

out at sea, however. For Dasein offers a clue to its own

interpretation in terms of the way it comports itself

towards other eritities in the world in a way which is rela

tively constant.
3

This does not mean that Heidegger will

proceed according to IIdogmatic constructions ll
• Rather, he

proposes to IIlet the entity show· itself in and from itselfll

as it is "proximally and for the most part - in its
4

average everydayness". This treatment of our average

1
Ibid. , 34.

2
IbiC!.. , 36.p. p.

3
Ibid. , .36-37. 4 b'd 37-38 •pp. .. I l ., pp.--
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everydayness brings to light our concernful dealings in the

world
l

and the over-all notion of care.
2

Heidegger later

concludes that liThe Being of Dasei~ is care,,3 and he shoi,vs

Why he thinks that temporality is the meaning of the Being

of that entity which we call "Dasein".
4

The completion of

this task comprises the first half of his "twofold task in

working out the question of Being.,,5

The second half of the task is that of destroying

the history of ontology. This is in a very fundamental way

necessitated by the first part of the task. For in order to

give a temporal interpretation of Dasein, a proper analysis

of temporality is required.

Since Heidegger thinks that in the history of

ontology even the greatest of thinkers have not properly

understood the phenomenon of time
6

he proposes to rethiru(

that tradition in terms of a more basic approach to tempor

ality.7 This destruction is not merely a negation or a

denial of our ontological tradition. Rather, it takes the

basic form of a phenomenological reduction which attempts

to preserve what is most fundfu~ental in this tradition. It

is therefore a destruction which is positive in intention.
8

The reasons whicl1 Heidegger gives for rejecting the

lrbid., p. 95.

3Ibid" pp. 225-273 .

2 Ibid ., pp. 83-84.

4 Ibid ., p. 38.

• 5promised in the Introduction (II), of Being ,and Time.

6
For example, B.T., pp. 48-490

7 Ibid 0' p. 47. 8 'b'd
.!~-' , po 44 .



2 Ibid ., also pp. 74-75.

7

history of ontology are very complex. In a very general

sense, he suspects Dasein's tendency to fall back on the

tradition. Furthermore, he claims that "Tradition takes

what has come down to us and delivers it over to self

evidencei it blocks bur access to those primordial

•sources , from which the categories and concepts handed

dOwn to' us have been in part quite genuinely drawn • • ~1I1

Hence, What is legitimate in the past, in his judgment,

is fundamentally obscured. Moreover, the ontology which

has developed is taken to be self-evident, regardless of

how much obvious development which it has undergone all in

the nillne of Greek philosophy.2 Furthermore, Heidegger

asserts that the philosopher who had come closest to under~

standing Temporality (Kant) could not do so because he had

neglected the problem of Being and did not sufficiently

analyze the Dasein (but was content to adopt the cartesian

position) i and because he followed tradition he could

not see the double relationship between time and the
. 3

I think. Nevertheless, Heidegger thinks that all modern

contributions to the history of ontology are primarily dis-
- ... , . . 4

tort ions of the Greek concept of Being as oVcrla (presence).

lIbid., p, 43.

3 Ibid ., p. 45.

4 Ibid ., p. 46 ff. This becomes increasingly signi
ficant as we consider the concept of language through the
Greek notion of the Ao'Y0s, For lieidegger tells us that.
IlWhen considered philosophically, the Ao'Y0s itself is an
entity, .and according to the orientation of ancient ontology,
it is something present-at-hand.. II Ibid. ~ p. 201.
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Heidegger therefore infers that the Being of entities

has throughout our ontological tradition been regarded in

terms of presence and that even the Greeks missed the clues
1

upon which they had already stumbled. Those clues presum-

ably are: the temporality of Being and the Being of tempor

alitYi man's essential Being which involves the potentiality

for discourse; Pa.rmenides interpretation of Being as making

something presenti the grounding of the analysis in Dasein.
2

The problem Which concerns this thesis directly

involves the second clue: what Heidegger takes to be the

central importance of discourse and language in general for

his over-all ontological project. We have divided this into

two parts - the problem of developing an adequate ontological

language, and the problem of the general conception of dis

course and lang"uage in Heidegger' s attempt to let what is

show itself as it is. These problems themselves have two

distinct stages; (1) the analysis of signs in terms of

readiness-to-handj

cance.

(2) the founding of language in signifi-

-For the Jlinelegance Jl of Heidegger's new terms we

have his apology, but also we find a stiff defense of their

necessity. He says Jlthat it is one thing to give a report

in which we tell about entities, but another to grasp entities

in their Being, For the latter task we lack not only most
3

of the words but, above all, the 'grammar'."

1
-Jbid., p. 47 ff.

3 Th , -~
~_la •• p. 63.

2Ibid ., pp. 47-48.
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Heidegger's concern for language even in Being and

Time cannot therefore be regarded as inessential. Rather,

as will be shown, he makes a radical claim for the impor

tance of language in the realm of Being itself, a claim

which only later gets expressed as the house of Beingl~ but

is explicitly developed in his early treatment of Being-in-
2

the-world. The importance of language as articulation

would seem, the~efore, to preclude any constructivist ap

proach to the problem of ontology. For this reason, the

methodology or the way of addressing oneself to the problem

of Being must be discussed •. This way of speaking is, of

course, Heidegger's preliminary conception. of phenomenology,

to Which we must now address ourselves.

2. The Phenomenological Method

Heidegger repeatedly stresses that ontology is only

possible through phenomenology. For example, he says:

Phenomenology is our way of access to what is the
theme of ontology, and it is our way of giving it
demonstrative precision. Only as phenomenology,
is ontology possible. 3

·With regard to its subject matter,phenomenologY4is
the science of the Being of entities - ontology.

Ontology and phenomenology are not two distinct
philosophical disciplines among others. These terms

1
See, for example, What i·s ca-lled Thinking? and

Letter on tlQmanism.

2
B. T., Part I, Division I, Chapter V.

60.

4 Ibio:., p. 61.
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characterize philosophy itself with regard. to its
object and its way of "treating that object. Philo
sophy is universal phenomenological ontolo~y and
takes its departure from the hermeneutic of Dasein,
Which, as a~ analytic of existence, has made fast
the guiding line for all philosophical inquiry at 1
the point where it arises and to which it returns.

Hence, in order to put Heidegger's over-all onto

logical project into focus, it is necessary to investigate

his own conception of phenomenology.

On the face of things "phenomenology" consists of

the "phenomenon" and the "logos". Heidegger's particular

interpretation
2

of how ·these two terms relate to each other,

however, goes far beyond the notion of s"tatements about

experience. Furthermore, in a preliminary way it indicates

the central position of language in Heidegger's over-all

oritological project:

Heidegger explains the concept of a phenomenon by

referring to the Greek verb ¢alvE:08ai meaning "to show

itself",3 By phenomena, he means "the totality of what lies

in the light of day or can be brought to light - What the
I ~ " 4

Greeks identified simply with 'fa oV'fa (entities)." He

distinguishes phenomena from semblances - entities which

show ~lemselves to be something which they are not. More

over, he claims that both phenomena and semblances are
5

distinct from appearances and mere appearances.

lIbido , 62.
2
Ibid. , 49-63 0p. pp.

3rbid • , po 51.

A 5-.oIbid. Ibid.---
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1
What appears can never seem.- For Heidegger. ap-

pearance is a not-showi_ng.-itsel-f. He gives as an example

the symptoms of a disease.
2

One might say, therefore, that

measles appear through being announced by little. red puffy

spots and a feverish condition.

Appearances can never seem.because what announces

itself through something that shows itself does not give

itself to be what it is not, but rather appropriates what

it is not in order to announce itself.

Heidegger uses "appearance" arid "phenomena" in

technical ways in an attempt to avoid the inevitable con

fusion between what shows itself as it is, and what shows

itself and thereby announces what is, and what announces

itself through something that shows itself.
3

Since it is

possible in cornman speech to describe all three situations

as "appearances ll this technical language is warranted.

Furthermore, Heidegger identifies a fourth possible use of

the word appearance Which he claims was also used by Kant.
4

:He calls it mere appearance. The mere appearance of

somethfngoccurs when that which does the announcirig is

IItaken as that which emerges in what-is itself non-manifest

and which emanates (ausstrahlt) from it in such a way indeed

.that the non-manifest gets thought of as something that is

essentially never manifest. 11

5

• 3rbid ., po 53 . The importance of this distinction
for an adequate treatment of signs will become obvious later.
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In addition to clarifying the various misleading ways

of approaching appearances Heidegger's over-all purpose for

outlining the character of various forms of appearance is to

show that:

The bewildering multiplicity of 'phenomenal desig
nated by the words 'phenomenon', 'semblance D , 'ap
pearance', 'mere appearance', cannot be disentangled
unless the concept of the phenomenon is understood
from the beginning as that which shows itself in
itself .1

The primordiality of phenomena, does not, however,

eliminate the need for men to adjudicate between those things

Which are given in order to ascertain their character as

phenomena or otherwise. By treating the concept of phenomena

in this way, Heidegger has thus indicated (at least implicitly)

the need for some kind of phenomenological reduction. Further-

more, he has made the crucial step towards justifying his

conceptions of truth as disclosedness, and language as articu

lation. For unless that are things which show themselves as

they are, there can be no disclosedness; and discourse would

lead to confusion. This initial step, however necessary, is

still far short of providing an ad~quate account of reality

and how it may be dealt with.

The second step towards clarifying reality, for

Heidegger, involves the concept of the logos. He acknowledges

the large variety of different interpretations of this Greek

~Nord, but claims that the notions of logos as "reason"-.

IIjudgment", "concept", IIdefinition", "ground" or "relationshipll

1 "[,.' ~
IJJlO. I p.
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are derivative from a more fundamental meaning - discourse as

making manifest.
l

He claims that lithe AOryOS lets something

be seen (¢a~v€a8aL), namely, what the discourse is about;

and it does so either for the one who is doing the talking

(the medium) or for persons who are talking with one anothe'r,

as the case may be. n2 Someone talks and thereby shows what
3 .

the talking is about to someone. Speech is the concrete

form of discourse. But Heidegger wishes to show that discourse,

as making manifest, has a more basic function than is ex

hibited by its concrete expression, as speech.
4

Heidegger claims that discourse has the form of

synthesis only because its function is to le-t something be

seen by pointing it out.
5

Furthermore, he claims that because

lTb'd
~-., p. 55 ff.

2 -
Ibid., p. 56.

3This is essentially the Husserlian positi?n on
language. Although the question of Heidegger's dependence
on Husserl's Logische Untersuchungen is far beyond the scope
of this thesis, it must be noted that Heidegger's treatment
of discourse (Rede) explicitly follows the Russerlian view
of the essence of language with the important differences
necessitated by the rejection of the transcendental reduction~

It will be' seen-that Heidegger gives greater stress to 
articulation and interpretation. Neve.rtheless,.on the impor-:
tant question of the sign-like character of language~ he
follows Husserl explicitly. See footnote ii to Division I,
Chapter III.

4
B.'l'., p. 56. This becomes much clearer when dis-

course is discussed as a basic _way. in wh,ich Dasein is i.l1. the
world - B.T~.I Part I, Division I, Chapter V, particularly
p. 203 ff.

5Ibid ., po 56.
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discourse is a letting something be seen it can be either

true or· false, so long as -this is- not seen to be agreement,
.1.

but ratherunhiddenness. Hence, he refutes the thesis that

the truth af the logos_pertains to a theory of judgment. He

also claims that it is misleading to quote Aristotle to

support this thesis since for the Greeks the sheer -sensory

perception of something (a{0e~0is) is true in a more pri-
,. 2

mordia1 way than.is the AO~OS.

If the truth ho.s the character of uncovering, one

would expect that covering over would characterize falsity •

. d h' d' d.3 h h 1 h 1.-. t'He1egger as 1n 1cate t at te ogos can ave a syntlle 1C

character when it refers back to something by showing it, in

its togetherness, as something else. He has thereby indicated

why discourse must become the object of our thought:

When something no longer takes the form of just
letting something be seen, but is always harking
back to something else to ~nich it points, so that
it lets something be seen as something, it thus
acquires a synthesis - structure, and with4this
takes over the possibility of covering up.

Heidegger claims, moreover; that the interpretation
oflllogos" as "reason" involves a missing of the fundamental

lIbid., p. 56.

2Ibid ., p. 57. He also implies at this point that he
is prepared to follow the Greek view of the truth in opposi
tion to the modern notion of correspondence. Heidegger takes
up the question of truth in greater detail" at p: 256 ff~

3 Ibid., p. 56.

4 rbid ., p. 57.
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function of the logos -:- to let something be seen. 'rne logos

as ratio becomes a relationship between what is seen and

what lets it be seen. But if there could be such a relation-

ship, the purpose of the logos is already being abor.ted, for

What is, is being covered over, and is not being shown as
, , 1
1.t 1.S.

Heidegger's problem, then, is to articulate a way in

Which this situation can be avoided. First of all, he must

develop a method for letting what is, show itself as it is.

He must refuse to accept any bases in reason Which are not

directly demonstrated in percep-tion. But in order to speak

this he must find the vocabulary which points to it most

directly. He must not only elucidate the Being of language

in order to understand that being which uses language to

addrees itself to its very Being, but also, he must discover

What language items would best show this Being as i-t is. The

problem of language in this thesis, therefore, is also twofold:

to show. Heidegger's problem of developing an adequate

ontological vocabulary and to show his treatment of language

in its ontologically revealing character as discourse.

Heidegger's preliminary treatment of the "phenomenon"

and the "logos" has already been discussed.- One encounters

in this treatment a nwnber of distinct theses: (1) that

"phenomenon" means that which shows itselfi (2) that there

are such things which can be clearly distinguished from those

which give themselves to be something they are not;

----.---------

(3) that

,
.1. b' '1I J.C. 1--- pp. 57-58.
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(4) that some things can

announce others which are taken to be incapable of existing;

that the logos lets What it is about be seen .for someone;( 5)

( 6) that concrete discourse is speech; (7) that logos can

have the form of syntheses because it lets something be seen

together with something else; (8) that logos can be true or

false because it is a letting-something-be-seen; (9) that

truth is unhiddenness; (10) that -the Greeks took pure

sensory perception to be more basically true than discourse;

(11) that the referential character of the logos can be re-

sponsible for covering up what is (falsity); (12) that judg-

ments are true only when they do not cover up in this manner.

Conclusive arguments in support of these theses do

not in most cases seem to be possible and ~n indirect approach

may often be required. For example, Heidegger's position

about the "phenomena" and "discourse" can be questioned, but

only at the expense of committing oneself to an iilusory and

meaningless world. That some things show themselves as

they are, and, that discourse can.show what it is about for

someone,_ are presuppo.sitions which seem-to be justified by

the activity itself of speaking·meaningfully.

The meaning of "phenomenology!l is shown by Heidegger

to exhibit the characteristics of its component parts.

Phenomenology is a method of describing what is, through

demonstrat-ing how it is experienced. 1 Hence, it is-a method

for disclosing what is as it is, that is, arriving at the

truth. The struggle against un-truth, or falsity, can occur

lrbid., p. 59.
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when phenomena are merely undiscovered or When they are

buried over. This can happen either completely or only

partially. It can also happen accidentally or with
. . 1

-ne~essltyo

Heidegger freely acknowledges that his understanding

of phenomenology is a development of Husserl's philosophy,

but at the sametline he hints that he is investigating the

possibilities opened up by the new method rather than merely

reiterating its existin~ doctrines.
3

Husserl had claimed

that objectivity is not prlinary, but is derivative from our

phenomenal experience. He said that

Phenomenologically speaking, Objectivity is not
even constituted through "primary" content but
through characters of apprehension and the regu
larities which pertain to the essence of these
characters. It is precisely the business of.the

I , . d• ID1., p. 60.

pp. 62-63.

2 Ibid ., pp. 60-·61.

3 b' ~.!__J.Q. I

actuality. II

"Possibility stands higher than
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phenomenology of c,?gnition to grasPlthis fully and
to make it completely intelligible.

~Vhat most clearly distinguishes phenomenology from

other philosophical approaches is the phenomenological re

ductions and the notion of constitution to which HU8serl is

making an indirect reference in the above passage.. The.
transcendanta1 reduction and the eidetic reduction are the

most prominent of these reductions. Phenomenology begins by

recognizing the fact thaL subjects .and objects cannot in

actuality be separated-from each other. It then makes an

attempt to approximate this separation by a method of re-
. 2

duct ions in an attempt to show "the things themselves."

Phenomenology in general does not deny the reality

of the world or of entities within the world but claims

that we can only know what is real and its ~eaning after we

have gone through a process of suspending the natural atti

tude and bracketing out its inessential aspects. Husserl,

at least in his early period, claimed that it. was possible

to complete this proces8 u of bracketing·until nothing but

the essential structure remained. Hence, we find such

statements as "Let us reduce·until we reach the stream of

pure consciousness." 3 Heidegger I .by contrast, does not

1
Edmund Husserl, The Phenomenology of Internal Time

Consciousness (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1964) I p. 27.

2 .
. See B. T. ,p. 86, for example.. For a more compre~

hensive account of the paradoxes of phenomenology, see the
introd'l.;l.ctionto Maurice Merleau-Ponty's Phenomenology of
Perception; and for a more comprehensive treatment of the
phenomenologi.cal reductions see Husser1's Iqeas, and
Kocke1mans' Phenomenology, pp. 24-36, 58-117.

p. 156.

3
Edmund Russerl, Ideas (New York: Collier, 1967) I



J. Quentin Lauer, The Triumph
Fordham Univ. Press, 1958).
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accept the premiss that the phenomenological reduction is
... 1

completable. Heidegger rejects the transcendental reduc-

tion, presQmably because it tends towards ide~lism20r

positivism. 11
3

The analytic of Dasein is, to be sure, an

analysis of transcendence, but it does not aim at a pure

ego. Heidegger does, however, make use of the eidetic

reduction .through which we discover the thematic character
. 4

of situations and obtain ideas, where before there were

merely facts. What we encounter·in our "circumspection"

is regarded according to its possibilities. A free varia~

tion of the possibilities allows what is lito show itself

as it is" •. This is what phenomenology means for Heidegger.
5

IHeidegger rejects the notion of a pure transcen
dental ego entirely. Not only does he claim that Dasein
always has a mood, but he claims that it is one of the
essential ways in which what is is disclosed. Cf. B.T.,
p. 172 ff.

2The very difficult question of Husser1ian idealism
cannot be broached here. Nor can that of the differences
between Heidegger and Husserl. For further treatment~ see
Kockelmans op • cit., p. 31 ff. an? 226--36.

3 ~ 1see, Ior examp e,
of Subjectivity (New York:

4 . 57 If t "t 1B.T., p. • Jus as seelng almS a co ours, any
) '" 8'l1' -,- t't "f;:£ "
a~a rialS almS a 1 s ~v~a •

5
B.T~, p. 58. See also p. 96, where Heidegger says:

liThe achieving of phenomenological access to the entities
which we encounter, consists rather in thrusting aside our
interpretative tendencies ••• 11 ·Hence it is of utmost im
por·tance to distinguish between the way things "are proxi
mally and for the most part ll and the way in which one can
grasp them phenomenologically.
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In addition to the eidetic redbction Heidegger in

troduces a new kind of reduction to the phenomenological

method. This might be called the reduction to absence.

It is made possible by HeidBgger's distinction between

the present-at-hand and the ready-to.:..hand, and reinforces ..

his over~all ontological project. Heidegger claims that

the readiness-to-hand of something may be understood clear

ly when it is suddenly found to be missing. This theme is

repeated again and again in Being and 'I'ime in such concepts

as inauthenticity,·· resoluteness, the call of conscience,

and.the projecting of the understanding. Yet it must not

be forgotten that lt is made possible by·the concept of

readiness-to-hand and the more general notion of areferen

tial totality of equipment. Heidegger specifically tells

us that:

The context of equipment is lit up, not as something
never seen before, but asa totality constantly
s:_ighted beforehand in circumspection. with this
totality, howevercthe world announces itself.
Similarly, when something ready-to-hand is found
missing, though its everyday presence Zugegensein
has been so obvious that we have never taken any
notice of it, this makes a break in those referen
tial contexts which circumspection ·discovers. Our
circumspection comes up against·emptiness, and now
sees for the first time what the missing article
was ready-to-hand 'vith, and what ~twas readY-io-hand·
for. The enviroruneryt announces itself afresh.

1 .. .
B.T~, p. 105 0 See also p. 75, 85. For a deeper

treatment of this particular reduction see Heidegger's
brilliant essay called "What is ·Metaphysics"in Brock IS

Existence and Being o See also Heidegger's introduction
to this essay entitled "The Way Back into the Ground of
Metaphysicsl! in Kaufman's Existentialism from Dostoevsky
to sartre for further elucidation of its existential and

. ontological implications.
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The further implications of Heidegger1s methodology

will become obvious in how he uses the eidetic reduction and

the reduction to absence 0 But more important~ Heidegger

indicates that these formal methods would be totally absurd

if they were not based in the experience of a particular

Dasein. underlying this methodology, then, there is the

assumption that sotnething can show itself to someone as it

is. And that it can do so directly when its possibilities

or non-existence is entertained. Moreover, Heidegger in

sists that what is can only be approached from the perspec

tive of its everyday existence.

3 0 The Concept of "Readiness-to-Hand"

Of central concern -to us, therefore, is Heidegger °s

claim first of all that things are ready-to-hand; and

secondly that, in circumspection, we can determine what a

thing was ready-to-hand with and for. The over-all signi-

ficance of entities within the world with others for

something or other cannot be adequately dealt with at this

time. It is possible, however, to outline HeideggerOs in

tentions on this matter which underlie the problem of

language 0

When Heidegger analyzes Dasein he finds that each

Dasein is characterized by "mineness" and by the fact that

Being is that which is an issue for every such entity which

. I.e d' . 1 dcan comport ltse £ towar s ltS own Belng. In or er to

deal with the peculiar existence of Dasein Heidegger thinks

l_,~ ~ ~,
.LDlU., po r ....

Of.
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that it is important to differentiate it from the traditional

notion of existentia. Depending upon his previous analysis

of "ousi-a ll as "presence" Heidegger decides to render

existentia as Being-present-at-hand and to reserve

"existence" (Existen£ii) for that entity which comports itself
. . 1 h .to ltS .own Belng. Furt ermore, he ·tells us that the Belng

of beings present-at-hand can not matter for them.
2

This

clearly differentiates them from Dasein and puts forward a
3

preliminary distinction based upon Dasein's everydayness.

Heidegger takes 'ieverydayness" as a point of depar

ture for the analysis of the Being of Dasein. For him,

this means "Being:....in-the-world" which he has already

characterized in terms of mineness, and the possibility of

comportment·towards its own Being. 4 Heidegger develops this

crucia.l concept in terms of the phenomenally based character

of its component aspects. But for our purposes it i-8 suf

ficient to grasp the bases of II readiness-to-hand ll in this

concept of IIBeing-in-the-world". Tn the distinction between

. IIBeing~in" (as an existentiale)-and II insideness II (as a

categoriale) 5 one f·inds a further development of the dis

tinction between Dasein and entities present-at-hand.

2Ibid ., p. 68.

3Heidegger also proposes to deal with all entities
as either Dasein or non-Dasein (who or what) in terms
either of existentiales or categories. B.To, pp. 70-71 .•

4
Ibid. , 78 ff.p.---

5
Ibid. I p. 79.---
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Furthermore "'Being-alongside' the world in the sense of

being absorbed in the world (a sense which calls for still

closer interpretation) is an existentiale fourided upon
. . 1,1Belng-ln.

Heidegger thus brings to our attention the funda

mental ontological. distinction betwe;en an entity which can

-encounter another and two entities which cannot encounter

each other and, in addition, claims that traditional onto

logies cannot maintain such a distinction.
2

The encounter

of other entities by Dasein reveals its O\ID facticity3 and
4

subsequently, the general concept of concern through which-
5

the Being-of Dasein is to be shown as care. There is a

definite and important connection between this development,

the incompletability of the phenomenological reduction, the

ontological priority of ambiguity~ and the emerging concept

of "readiness-to-hand".

Heidegger concludes that:

"Being-in" is not a "property" which Dasein sometimes
has and sometimes does no-t have, and ~i-thout which it
could be just as w~ll as it could wltnout it . . .

lIbido, pp. 80-81.

2 Ibid.., p. 81.
because of a lack of "a
structural concep-ts. II

3"The concept of I facticity' implies tha-t an- entity
'within~thc~world' has Being-~n-the-world in such a way that
it can,understand it.self as bound up in its 'destiny' with
the Being of those entit.ies which it encoun·ters within its
own world. II Ibid. I p. -82.

p. 83. 5 Ibid ., p.84.
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another entity can "meet up with" basein only in so
far as it Cem, of its own accor?, show itself within
a world. l .

Hence, the following provisional conclusions may·be adopted:

(1) Dasein is always in-the-world; (2) its encounter with

entities reveals a way in which those entities can be in

addition to the way Dasein is; (3) facticity and concern

are always constitutive of the way·in which Dasein encounters

entities within the world; (4) Dasein itself is revealed

through the way in which it encounters other entities; (5)

"addressing oneself to the world and discussing it
, 2

(~o~os)" will always be perverted so long·as one grasps

this as a relationship between two entities present-at-hand;
r-

(6) knowing (voeiv) only has "first significance in so much

as it is founded in Being-in-the-worldj3 (7) traditional·

ontology cannot deal with the concept of the world because

of its construction of the reversed priorities of Nature
4

and things invested with value.

In pointing out the fact that Dasein is always in

the woX;ld concernfully, Eeidegger reminds us that Daseir.:!:. can

never encounter entities in the world in purepresences-at

hand 0 Dasein can, however, tarry along-side other entities

and in so doing perceive their presence. But such percep

tion is still interpretation, with respect to some "point of

view" or other by which something is made determinate. wnen

passed on as assertions this knowledge becomes a new

2 Ibid., p. 85.

4 Ibid ., pp. 88-92.
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possibility for controlling one's Being-in-the-world.
l

2
In developing the concept of presence-.at-hand ,

Heidegger has outlined the goal of phenomenology and know

ledge in general. Furthermore, he has stressed that such

knowledge is founded in the practical world of our concern

ful dealings. subsequently3 he calls the entities which we

encounter in concem ll equipment 1l4 and says that it has the

kind of Being to be kno\ffi as readiness-to-hand.
5

The iso

lation of things as being ready-to-hand is a direct result

of Heidegger's decision to treat Dasein in its everydayness

and his subsequent conclusion that liThe kind of dealing vJhich

is ciosest to us is as we have shown, not a bare perceptual

cognition, but rather that kind of concern which manipulates

things and puts them to use; and tllis has its Ovffi kind of
__ _ _ _ __ 6
'knowledge I • II

with the category of things Il ready-to-hand ll
,

Heidegger begins to reveal his divergence from the tradition

of ontology. The Being of entities is first of all concern
7

fulQ Heidegger thinks that to speak of pure things and

lIbid., pp. 88-900 In this compact passage Heidegger
indicates the necessary dangers of founded knowledge and
hints at the ontological basis of his denial of the will to
technology. See also B. T ~J pp .99-100. Even the most
neutral expression of science involves a crude limitation of
the possibilities of Being with regard to some aspect or
other. with respect to interpretation, see BoT •.' p. 188 ff o

2
Ibid. , 67-94.

3
Ibid. I 95 ff.pp. p.---

4 b' - 97. 5Ibid • $ 98.I ld., p. p.

6
I~i~. , 95.

7
~~d., 96.p. p.
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things invested with value is to leave obscure·what such

terms ·could possibly mean, and to ignore the fact.that they

have no ontological foundation.
l

HDaseinencounters entities in concern (equipment).

Such entities are never to be found in isolation, but only
. 2

as interconnected totalities with a certain function.

Heidegger tells us that "A totality ofequ.ipment is consti

tuted by various ways of the lin-order-to', such as service

ability, conduciveness, usability, manipulability_,,3 and

that "Equipment in accordance with its equipmentality 

always is in terms of (aus) its belonging to other equip-

ment:

. lamp,

ink-stand, pen, ink, paper,"blot·ting pad, table,
4

furniture, windows, doors, room."

This usabliity,this " readiness"-to-hand ll is the way

in which·entities are and are revealed to us in the everyday

world 6f concern. Heidegg"er is very explicit on this pointS

and it is very important not to lose sight of the implica

tions of the fact that each such entity has its own "in

order to" and "in terms of" and that therefore the usability

6f things can never be arbitrary.6 This "in order toll is

lIbido. pp. 96-98, 111, 114-148.

2Ibid ., p. 97~

4 Ibid •
-~

3 .
Ibid.

5 .
Ibid., p. 98".

6The notion oi function which appears in this manner
undoubtedly provides the basis for a finite teleology. More-"
over, i't demonstrates the inter--connectedness of Heidegger I s
"two.:...fold task" and the character of his "destruction" of onto
logy. By investigating' the entities 'Which Dasein encounters,
Heidegger has· put forward what appear.s to be his interpreta
tion of what is essential in the Greek teleology, their·con-
ceptionof £unction, and treatment oflfparyl.!,crra.
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grasped in circumspection as the kind of II s ight ll of our prac-
1 .

tical concern. In this way we see not the things II ready-to-

hand ll but rather the work
2

which is to be produced. But the

work is II • only by reason of its use·and the assignment

context of entities which is discovered in using it. 1I3 .

4. Signs

In Heidegger's concept of readiness-to-hand one finds

the ontological basis of assignment. Something is already

·to be taken as, or in terms of something else which can be

seen as that towards which it points.
4

This referential

lIbid •., pp. 90-990 For a further discussion of the
theoretical as opposed to the practical see Heidegger's essay
rrScience and Consciousness ll in vortraege, especially p. 52 ff.
The connection with the phenomenological method and Heidegger's
view of cognition will become obvious. Moods disclose what
matters to us and, as Heidegger "tells us, "even the purest
8~wp:Ca (theory) has not left all moods behind it ll

• B.T., p.177.
Hence, the incompletability of the reduction is at bottom con
nected with the basis of our language in our concernful deal
ings o This in turn may explain why Heidegger does not accept
Husserl's proposition concerning the universality of linguis
tic structures o

2
B.T., p. 99. The II work ll is also seen to be the end

of art (techne) in IIS c ience and Consciousness ll
, "The Question

about Technologyll, Introduction to Metaphysics, and liThe
Origin of the Work of Art". In this sense,· the end as the
result of "pro-dllcing ll is also the equipmental origin ()f truth o

3
B.To, p. 99 0

40ne should not, therefore, confuse Heidegger's later
statements such as "Language speaks ll , with mysticism. vV'hat
mayor may not be disputed is that entities are found replete
with significance in so much as they have Being in the world o

These entities in Heidegger's.view are already assigned and
it therefore follows that in disclosing them as they are in
tl1enlselVB,S i Being spea.y-.:s its -language to and through us 0



2Ibid ., p. 103,
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character is seen to b810ng essentially to entities even

when 'it ceases to function as in tue case (1) where the

equ~pment is broken and cannot be used and therefore becomes
1

: conspicuousj or (2) wh.ere what, is needed is missing and
,2,

thereby becomes obtrusive j. or (3) where What is ready-to-

hand will not serve the purpose which it is taken to have

and thereby shows itself to be obstinate.
3

Just as these

are ways in which things ready-to-hand do not function

properly, II inconspicuousness II 'and II un-obtrusiveness II and

"non-'obstinacy" are characteristics of things which are
4

properly ready-to-hand o ~~at is revealed in this way is

the way in which things are already assigned. Furthennore,

this concept (assignment) provides us with a basis for the

understanding of language. Heidegger has already shovm

that, in their mos'c basic way of Being, entities are ready

to-hand with others in a totality Which can be seen to

exist for some particular purpose. 'I'he implications of this

for language must be made more explicit.

A relation may be said to hold between any two

entities. Hence, the assertion that a relation holds between

a sign ahd what is signified may be true 'but proves to be

uninteresting. What is-interesting is the way in which the'

one aspect of this relation refers to the other. Heidegger

lIbid. ,pp. 102-03.

3 Ibid •

4Ibic'!.9 I p. 106. Tha't these characteristics can be
shoWilby their aborted ~onn3 is a positive example of the
reduction to absence.
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wishes to show that this could never be a matter of the way

in which a bare mark relates to an entity, but that it re

quires an ontological basis in the world of our concernful

gealings jn order for there to be a sign in the first.

place. He says: IIBut signs • . are themselves items of

equipment whose specific character as equipment consists in

h ' 'd" III d' hs oWlng or In lcatl-ng. Accor lngly he asserts t at there

is a formal (as~netrical, transitive) relationship between

all indications, all references and allrelations.
2

The

very simple conclusion from this is that some relations do

not refer, and some references do not indicate 0 In the first

case such relations cannot be signs, and are not of interest

to us. It is the second case, however, which is of interest 

the distinction between references which do and those which

do not indicate ..

To illustrate what he means by signs, Heidegger
3

gives the example of the turn-signal of a motor car o Such

an item of equipment is ready-to-hand for those whose con

cerns have to do with the totality of traffic and its regu

lations. It is equipment for indicating. It can also refer

to a situation because what it indicates has already been

established; it is thereby grounded in this IIserviceability

forll something.
4

Whereas things like hammers are also

1 b'::II la.,--- p. 108.

2A1I indications are references are relations, but
not all relations are references, nor all references indi
cations.

3Ibid ., pp. 108-10. 109.
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serviceable for something, they are not signs. The reference

of indicating is a particular s.ituation - a car will make a

tu~n. The reference of serviceability is the way in which

-a totality of equipment shows itself to be of concern - in

driving a car, signalling a turn points to a whole apparatus

of equipment already established in accordance. with the'

rules of traffic. Heidegger says that "These are so far

from coinciding that only when they are united does the

concreteness of a definite_kind of equipment become possible."l

Grasping the distinction between these two kinds of

-reference is a necessary preliminary to understanding.their

unity and thereby understanding the speciar character of

signs. The distinction between entities like a hammer and

those like a signal arrow with respect to their equipmental

character lies in the fact that the signal arrow is distinct

from the actual turning but points to it., whereas the hammer

is involved in the hamrnering for which it is usable. Hence,

being a sign for something is distinct from being a tool for

something. Therefore, in ord~r to understand signs it is

important to see that they c;an'only be items of equipment.

indirectly, in so much as they can point beyond themselves.

For this reason it- becomes much easier to misinterpret signs

than it is other kinds of_equipment. Heidegger tells us

"That the sign is not anthentica':lly grasped (erfasstJ if we

just stare at it and identify it as an indicator-Thing which
2

occurs." Signs also reveal the temporal focus of our

2Ibid ., po 110.
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concerns. They can forewarn, mark, or· record and thereby
1

show where one's concern dwells.

Heidegger tells us that the particular physical mark

is accidental. 2 Hence·, he point s to -the importance of the

historical establishing of a sign.
3

The requirements of

this activity are: (1) that Dasein be-able to project to

the future; (2) that "one's particular environment can an--

nounce itself for circlli~spection at any time by means of
4

something ready-to-hand"; (3) that this possibility be

itself ready-to-hand; (4) that such equipment be able to

show something ready-to-hand as something conspicuousS

(S) that such conspicuous signs must be- kept from becoming

randomnized; (6) that signs either be ready-to-hand already

or become ready-to-hand
6

(7) that the world be already
- 7

encountered i (8) that the sign make accessible the world
. 8

of one1s lnvolvements.

lIbid., pp. 110-111. 2Ibid ., p. 109 .
....
~ Ib~d ., p. 111 •

. 4 Ibid . For this reason the indicating of a sign
should not be regarded as a property of an entity•. Ibid.,
p. 114.

SIbid. The nOLlons of presence and absence provide
a phenomenological basis for logic and the so-called laws of
thought. See for example, ~T~, pp. 166, 199-203, 209,
330-33, where the significance of the essay "What is Meta
physics ll comes to light in terms of "fallenness". The two
fold na-ture of signs as usable or unusable (but still as
signed) would seem to be related not (directly) to logic,
but to' these more basic notions of presence and absence.

6]bidQ' pp. 111~12.
7 -
Ibid., p. 114. 8 Ibid ., p. lis.
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Hence, signs themselv~s make accessible that for the

sake 'of which they are, and, thus, give us primary access to

Dasein.
l

The relationships of with, in, towards, and for the

sake of (which come to light in the character of signs)

themselves point to the understanding
2

which discloses 'the

world of Dasein l s
3

involvements.

The establishing of a particular sign is involved in

the more general framework of disclosedness, which, for

Heidegger, is the meaning of "truth".' Heidegger tells us

that "It is only this unhiddenness which mankind canlt order
4

or arrange. 1I Hence, it is the truth which must form the

standard through which things are shown to be as they are.

The importa.nce of signs lies in the fact that they IJ signify"
5and thereby found lithe Being of words and of language. 1I

Therefore the establishing of stgns has an essential lihk

with the truth. Since signs serve to bring something forth
. 6

and let it stand as it lS, they are also related to art.

lIbid., p> 116-17, 119. 2Ibid ., p. 120 and 82 ff.

3Heidegger even goes so far (in What is called
Thinking) as -to say that' ilman ' is a sign' whi'ch is -not -rea-all •
This will be discussed later.

4
Vortraege and Aufsaetze, p. 25.

5 l~-B. T., p. '<::1. •

6Heidegger treats the-concepts of techne andpoiesis
at much greater length in Vortrae-ge, in An Introductionta
Metaphysics, and in' "The Origin of the Work of Art" in
Hoffstadter Philosophies of Art a!1d Beauty. These important
and relevant concepts, however, cannot become our concern at
this time.
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existence of language, just as the.artist aims at knowledge

through the work of art. Hence, care for the use of

language from the very beginning of recognizing the sig

nificance of signs is essenti~l to pursuit of the truth w

It is precisely because equipment once established does.not

lose its equipmental character
l

that Heidegger warns us

that:

• .• the ultimate business of philosophy is to
preserve the force of the most elemental words in
which Dasein expresses itself, and to keep the
common understa?ding from levelling them off to
that unintelligibility which~functions in turn as

~
a source of pseudo-problema.

Hence it is important for us to move from the general,

thematic basis of significance
3

to the more concretized

expression of this in Discourse (as the basis of language) •

.By so doing, Heidegger I s contention that Dasein is in the

truth in discourse, moods, and understanding will be

discussed in the over-all framework of truth and language.

1
..~.T., p. 112. 2Ibid ., p. 262.

3In this section we have shown how Heidegger moves
beyond the Husserlian view of language by developing his
doctrine of significance through the considerations of an
ontology of things ready-to-hand· as is impli.ed by his views
on the reductions themselves. That Heidegger regards his
analysis of language to be rooted i.n the Husserlian prob
lematic is indicated internally as well as in Division I,
Chapter III, footnote ii; and Cha.pter V, footnote x.
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II

TRUTB

How can one hide oneself from What never goes
down?

1. Disclosedness

Philosophically there seems to be nothing more im

portant than the truth. But where is i·v demonstrated and

Who can say for certain When it has been revealed?

Heidegger's interpretation of "Truth" depends upon his ana

lysis of the Greek word aA~Q~~ into its components a and

A~Q'l1. "True" thus becomes "un-covered" and the !Itruth" is
. . 2rendered as IIBeing true" or "Belng-uncoverlng". Heidegger

finds evidence for this interpretation in Aristotle, Plato,
. 3

and even in the fragments of Heracleitus. It is his

belief that the truth is 'to be understood as something Which

shows itself. It is therefore related to actions and

1 .
Burnet's translation.

2
B.T., p. 262 fi. and p. 57. The broader implica-

tions of "Plato's Doctrine of Truth ll cannot be dealt with
at this time.

3For example, Fr. 16 of Heracleitus (above).
of Parr(lenides,' Aristotle Metaphysica A, 984a 18 ff. 1

938b 2, 986b 31, 988a 20, 993b 17,. 993b 20 are given
examples by Heidegger in footnotes to Sein and 3eit,
(B.T~, p. 256). Heide'gg'er's essay'''plato's Doctrine
Truth" which is a later, development of this analysis
be treated at this time.

Fr. 5
984b 10,
as
p. 213
of
cannot
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I ; 2 . 3
phenomena, thlngs, and Belng. v1hat is there which funda-

mentally unites Being with the truth? Heidegger tries -to

answer this question by showing how the traditional concep

tion of truth as correspondence is not fundamental but is

derivative from the more primordial phenomenon of Being dis

closing itself. The traditional conception of truth, in

Heidegger's judgment, involves the theses that truth has to

do with assertions or judgments, that its nature is the

agreement of these judgments with their objects, that
4

Aristotle is responsible for both of these.

concerning the second -thesis Heidegger asks the sig

nificant question: if truth is an agreementS, with what

does an assertion agree? What is its object? He agrees

that there is a certain limited formal tru-th to this thesis,

but in pressing the question finds that it cannot bear

interpretation. If we determine the object of truth do we

give it any more truth by making an assertion which agrees

with it? If "agreement" merely means similar, then "Truth"

1
B.T., p. 262.

3Ibid .

2 Ibid ., p. 256.

LI.
·Ibid., p. 257.

5The agreemen-t expressed by ada_equatio intellectus
etI~s is till(en by_Heidegger to be quite empty. Ibid.,
p. 258. This was even to be Husserl's conception of truth;
adequation clarification; that is verification. Hence
truth was taken to be correspondence even for Husserl o But
it is obvious that truth can only be agreement if what is, i~

non-temporal. There is a fundamental unity between
HeideggerDs conception of truth and the search for a
temporalized ontology.
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is destined to ambiguity. If "agreement" means equality

then it" cannot be total equality since the two parts of the

relation are of different kinds. There must be a restricted

equality, "with regard toll some factor or other. But this

assumes that we already know what relevant aspects of the

assertion and of its objects are being considered or dis

covered. If we know this then we already know the truth

before the'assertion is made.

The traditional theory of truth, in HeideggerDs

judgment, is based in the distinctions between the Subject
I

and the Object and between -the Ideal and the Real. 'Judg-

ment is an act of the "subject ll producing an "ideal ll content.

If the Judgment is true, it agrees with Real Objects. What

this seems' to do i-s to make of truth a very hypothetical

conception. For if there is such a basic distinction between

the subject and the object how could agreement between than

ever be known? If this agreement could never beknovffi it

must be at most, hypothetical. But Heidegger finds evidence

to suggest that the the ancient Greeks the truth'was equated

with 7fpa'Yl-La and ea~\)Ol-Le\}a.2 In arguing for a conception of

truth asunhiddenness Heidegger is appealing to thesepri

mordial aspects of' our tradition. But he also-appeals to

the everyday situations - actLons and phenom~na so as not

lIbid., p. 259.

2Ibid . r p. 26'2. The implications of these two con
cepts for the phenomenological method in general and for
Heidegger's starting point in our concernful dealings have
already been discussed, "entities in the how of their un
coveredness ll .
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merely to explain a word but to show how that word relates

what is for man.

In order to clarify the sense of agreement which

could be meant by the traditional theory of truth Heidegger

suggests that someone with his back to the wall makes the
I"

assertion "the picture on the wall is hanging askew". The

assertion is confirmed when he turns around and sees that

it is in fact true. But does this mean there is some sort

of agreement between the knowledge and the object on the wall?

If the person had not perceived the picture before he made

the assertion with what does his assertion agree? But is

it less true in this case?

The phenomenon of asserting is not yet clear. As-

serting is an action of men. It is characterized by the

particular way in which men comport themselves to what is.

Heidegger says "Asserting is a way of Being towards the

Thing itself that is. 1I2 But how does one explain Being

towards? First of all there is something not yet atta.inp.d,

which an existing man is attaining. But how does an as

sertion grasp the thing in itself? It does not do so by

mirroring it, nor even by agreeing with it but by letting

it show itself.
3

2Ibid., p. 260.

3Ibid ., p. 261. It will become more and more obvious
that an adequate understanding of assertions requires the

"previous understanding of 'Being-towards' in terms of things
ready':'to-hand in the world and the equipmental character of
significant things.
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Things are. But not in complete isolation from

Dasein. When a thing. reveals itself it does so for and to

Dasein~ Thus, to say that an assertion agrees with its

object is to say that something put forward in the mind via

language agrees with something else in the mind. But if

something comes into my mind is it not trivial to say that

it agrees with the assertion that there is such a thing in

my mind? The Object of agreement is presumably intended in

the traditional theory of truth to be outside of the mind.

This view thus renders agreement and therefore truth either

impossible or meaningful only to some supra-human being if

the basis of assertions in the significance of things in the

world is overlooked. Nevertheless as~ertions are'still

meaningful and relevant to the question of truth. This is

because assertions can have a different way of being

(ready-to-hand) than do the things they are about. Asser~

tions are ministerial. They point to something other than

the act of asserting. If they are true they are active iii

showing -things as they are. They are then Being-uncovering 

that is, the active manifestation OT what is by an existing

man to an existing man. By showing the derivative character

of assertions, Heidegger finds that his conception of truth

is more primordial than the traditionally accepted one of
1

agreement.

The act of discovering, however, suggests that some

thing was previously obscured. Moreover, in claiming that

truth is Being-uncovering, is Heidegger not committed to

lIbid., p. - 262f£.
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making truth Dasein dependent? A relativistic theory of

t th Th ' ',-' h h" 1 h'xu·? . ere 1s-a sense 1n ~llC t 1S 1S true. But t 1S

does not mean that what is, or what is true, can be changed

at will. It does mean that it is, and that it is true, to,

and for, Dasein. This is more important, however, since it

gives an indication of the kind of being which belongs to

Dasein. Just because Dasein alone cannot create truth, it

does not mean that it cannot be responsible for untruth.

That is, something can seem to be what it is not, only be

cause there is Dasein o But it can never be what it is not.

seeming is an obscuring - an untruth. Things seem to be

before they are clearly understood. Heidegger therefore asks,

lilt is accidental that when the Greeks express themselves as

to the essence of truth, they use a privative expression -

'" '" 2a Ie Tj9c:La? He obviously doesn I t think so. His whole treat--

ment of the question is linked to the tline-honoured notion

of seeing the light, coming out of the darkness or oblivion.

For eXilluple, consider the phanos which underlies phenomena,

one of the most direct ways of discovering what is. Things

stand before us as they are only if they are in the light.

This metaphor may be abandoned as a kind of super-picture.

It is only one of the many methods which Heidegger employs

lIbid., p~ 270. "Because the kind of Being that is
essential to the truth is of the character of Dasein all
truth is relative to Dasein's Being. 1I

2
B.T~, p. 265. It was noted earlier that such

I privations I fann the basis for:' a peculiar kind of analysis
for Heidegger (the reduction to absence). In this case the
privative aspect of truth serves to deny the uncertain,
hidden and ambiguous character which belongs to primary
perception.
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to express the distinctions which are most basic to philosophy.

It is helpful initial.ly for directing thought to the need of __

patiently letting what is be for man, as it is'. It continu-

ously underlies the phenomenon of seeming and the fact that

'What is, is all the time before us iIi. the- world. -If we would

only let it be, we could know it. Hence, this view is directly.
connected with his later metaphysical position which -rejects

the will to mastery above all else and suggests in its place

the patience of waiting and understanding. Thus what may

appear to be a relativistic position on truth is in fact an

acknowledgment of menls finite perspective on something far
I

greater than he, of which he is only a part. It is to him

that the whole and its parts become meaningful. Although the

truth may be said to be relative to a Dasein, it is never

merely relative to him. "Once entities have been uncovered,

they show themselves precisely as entities which beforehand
2

_already were." Moreover, there are certain important condi-

tions which are implicit- in Being-disclosed. One of these

is inter-subjective correspondenc~9 If entities have been

before their disclosure, then what is disclosed must be

governed by them. All true disclosures-and thus all true

assertions must correspond with each other. The correspondence

of agreement thus comes after the truth, as one of the in

dications -that the _truth has been attained. If there is to

be pUblic truth, then it is to be expected that what comes

into the openness of different Da~ein!s will be in agreement.

. 1
It is only this urthiddenness which mankind canlt

order or arrange." Vortraege, p. 25.

".&..
B.T., p. 269.
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But if·this publicness is taken as something given and es

tablished, then, the theory of truth as correspondence

between assertions and things is re-introduced. Heidegger

expresses it this way: "When the assertion has been ex-

pressed, the uncoveredness of the entity moves into a kind

of Being of that which is ready-to-hand within-the-world.

But now to the extent that in this uncoveredness, as an

uncoveredness of something, a relationship to something

present-at-hand, persists, the uncoveredness (truth) becomes,

for its part, a relationship between things which ·are present

at-hand (intellectus and res) - a relationship that is

present-at-hand itself."l This situation is akin to the de-

caying of language. It demonstrates how the possibility of

discovery leads to the possibility of covering over. Asser

tions take the place of inquiry and observation. vfuen

things and assertions are seen in isolation from their func

tions they become present-at-hand rather than ready-to-hand.

Heidegger has located this in Dasein's facticity,2 that is,

the dependence of .pis fate upon the fate of others. In

recognizing this he may inauthentiGGJ.l1y adopt their asser

tion as his own truth. Thus from an ontological necessity

that things are as they are and not other, and the need for

assurance that what has been disclosed is not only a semb

lance, and the existential realization of mutual inter

dependence has come the demand for a public criterion. This

is how Heidegger sees the derivation of the theory of truth

as agreement from its more primordial basis in Being-uncovering.

IIbiC!., p. 267.

2For exa~mple ~.T., p. 265.
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It becomes' important, therefore, to investigat.emore

clos~ly how the Dasein uncovers what iso Essentially there

are. three ways, according to Heidegger understanding,

discourse, and states of mind.
l

These are so fundamental,

however~ that 'they must be dealt with separately. But even

before doing this, it is necessary to see why one must pre

suppose the truth. Dasein is essentially disclosing, for he

comports him'self towards what is and understands that for

which it is. He understands that some things are the bases

of others. But his most b~sic presupposition is that he was

before he disclosed himself t,o himself. 'rhus the fundamental

basis of the phenomenon of truth lies in Dasein. This is

the primordial act of disclosure without-whicK no truth is

possible o Dasein aware of itself already discloses and pre

supposes the possibility of this disclosure. For this reason:
2 .

"We must presuppose truth. II If it is forgotten that Das~ln

aoes not always have the character of an II III it may be

thought that nothing is necessary about our presupposing the
3

truth. But in so much as we are Dasein we have already

done so. And in so much as we are authentic we have done so

explicitly.

The most basic aspect of-Dasein's being is his

understandi'ng. In his understanding the truth is disclosed.

IThis term is taken to be equivalent to Il mood ll
•

2Ibid ., p. 271 •

• 3Heidegger's rejection of the transcendental reduction
and of Russerl's notion of a pure ego (as was indicated
earlier) is now shown to make new demands on the'existential
basis of truth. See Ideas, p .156 and ,E..!..T., p. 272 0
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Somehow and often indefinitely this word "understanding" is

surrounded with intimations of that which is highest for man

or that which most properly and most basically belongs to

him.
1

On the other hand, 'che term is sometimes used merely

to designate a kind of knowing. The two different ways of

speaking are not arrived at by adding or subtracting a

value. We say "He understands the use of that machine. 1I

Then we ask "But does he really understand its use?II, as if

we-had thereby added something.

It may be said that understanding is man's specific

excellence. It is in virtue of this that he is able to come

to grips with himself in a way that no other creature can.

understanding therefore seems to be characterized by a close

ness to manls Being, and by far sightedness. The paradox of

understanding is that man may have to look the farthest in

order to see \~lat is closest to him.

Heidegger conceives understanding to be one of the

fundaraen-tal ways in which being-there in the world is re

vealed. Together with discourse and state of mind it is

called a fundamental existentiale, that is, an existential

structure - something constitutive of the kind of existence

which belongs to Dasein. He also acknowledges the kind of

understanding which is a kind of knowing and says that it is
2

derivative from the former. But in what sense is it

derivative? Can I not understand something in a 1imi"ted way

1• The following comments derive from B.T., 114 ffo,
and 182 ff.

p. 182.
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before I understand its overall significance? It seems that

we do in fact do this. Some of· us' seem only to have .this

limited kind of understanding. Does this mean that we there-

·fore do not exist in the world? That we are no longer

Dasein? Heidegger" does not mean to imply this. Understand

ing reveals Dasein's possibilities and thereby even makes

new possibilities. Understanding belongs to his authentic

being. The question still remains. In what sense can a

limited actuality be derivative from" a possibility.limited

only by reality itself? Surely something must be possible

before it could be actual, but in what sense is understand

ing in the overall sense a possibility for man?

Heidegger'g conception of understanding seems to re

quire certain teleological assumptions, and certain assump-

tions concerning traits which all. men possess. Man has an

end, a specific excellence which is made possible by his very

essence as a being in-the-world.
l

Possibility thus has

ontological implications, for Heidegger. It is only in view

of the fac;t that man can know his possibilities that he

understands anything at all. What does it mean to say that

he is essentially the creature which understands? The

ess"ence of Dasein is said to be its existence. 2 That is,

its being as a what, is its being as a so that. In this pro-

jective character it is something unique o Heidegger views

11n Being and Time this only appears through his
concerns. But in later wr.itings I for example,. The Ques"tion
of Being> Discourse on Thinking," and especiClllyv1hat--i-~

Called Thinking?] the specific excellence of man appears to
be thinking towards which man is projected, the germs of
this idea are to be found, however, in Being andTLue and
its interpretation of discourse as ali eBsential Articulation
of Being.

2 "
B.T., p. 67"
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man not as a lump of matter, but as a being on its way. But

where to? 'On its way between birth and death. But is the

telos death? Surely the end of man is death. But it would

be a bad pun if we were to say this in the teleological

sense.

1
In vortraege Heidegger has analysed the concept of

telos in terms of the projected end of the work being under

taken. What is the purpose of working? The work which

results in the end. Man is different from his activities.

He is on the way towards his end, but what results from this

is care. The end in one sense is thus death, in the other

it

the

the

is being-towards-death,authenticity, and possibility in

ontological sense.
2

It is this situation which calls to
. 3

understanding. The limited sense of understanding is

still made possible throughconcernful dealings; and concern

ful dealings for men depend upon that for the s~(e of which

he is - the entire basis of care which is revealed by the

overall sense of understanding. Thus the sense in which the

limited kind of understanding is dependent upon the overall

sense is the sense in which concernful dealings depend upon

Care. ·Inthe sense of a final cause rather than as a first

cause: in the sense "that Dasein is that ~ntity which, as

Being-in-the·-world, is an issue for itself. ,,4

1 . . d d -Martln Hel egger, Vortraege un Aursaetze,
(Pfullingen, Neske, 1959).

2
B.T q p. 183.

3
In later works, for example, What is called Thinking?

it is essentially about Beinq which calls us to think. For- - --'-
Heidegger's o"vn interpretation of a final cause see "The
Question about Technology" in yortraege, especially p. 15 ff o

4!?T q p. 182.
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The further implications of the phenomenon of under

standing are revealed by what it means to.be in the world.

Heidegger insists that the understanding must not be taken

in isolation from the total situation of being in the. world.

The foundation of fundamental ontology relies explicitly

upon the preservation of the phenomenological unity of Being

·in-the-world.

2. Being in the Truth Mood

Chapter V of ,~einq and Time is ostensibly a treat

ment of the phenomenon of being in. Accordingly, one- would·

expect it to stress the concept of existential spatiality 

what it means to be there in the world. In fact, what it

does is ~o outline the basic concepts required in order to

understand the Ilthere" of persons in its fullest sense. By

so ~oing, Heidegger shows Dasein itself to be the truth, the

disclosedness of the things that are.

The importance for ontology of this section has to

do with how it demonstrates the basic nature of manls being

there in the world by analysing the basic factors of under

standing, states of mind, and discourse. This cart only be

achieved through the basic principle of lI equiprimordiality lll

or the equally basic nature of constituent factors of Dasein

in the world. That this allows a radical departure from the

traditional categories of a thing in itself, its properties

and its relations will become eventuaLly clear. That this

departure is necessary will become evident from a consideration.
1 _ '..:l

T h, (1 n..=..:::::.:::= 0 I 1::"".
1 '7n
...I... , 'J 0
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1
of phenomena , the failure of the traditional ontology to

realise that a proof for the external world is not necessary,

and the mistaken rendering of the logos in terms of a theory

of judgment. The phenomenally based justification for this

analysis is the moods which persons have at all times in the

world. The importance of this ontological development for

a theory of language lies in the elucidation of the basic

structures of the disclosure of significance.

Why in the first place is it necessary to depart from

the old categories of things and their properties and rela

tions? Heidegger has shown that a Dasein's being in the

world is very different from the "insideness,,2 of for example,

cookies in a jar. It is the requirement of a more explicit

way to keep this ontological distinction clear which demands

that the language of things and properties be abandoned.

This is not merely an arbitrary decision, but is demanded by

the pursuit of phenomenology itself. For if things are to

stand before us as they are they must not be obscured by

the language of formal relations. Heidegger has made the

'-b ,,3claim that "Only as phenomenology is ontology POSSl Ie .

lIt is essential to recall that for phenomenology
objectivity is not achieved merely by an ac·t of I opening
up the windows of the mind', but is constituted through
the progressive elimination of ambiguity. The 'thing-in
itself' is a perspectivally based goal and not a primary
ontological item.

2Ibid ., p. 78 ff. and 169 ff.

• 3
Ibid o , p. 60 0
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The adherence to phenomenological -disclosurel is seen to be

necessary for a theory of the- things that are.

The second reason for departing from the formal

language of things and their properties has to do with

traditional analysis. Once the world has been analysed it
. 2

is impossible to accommodate the analysis to the phenomenon.

The phenomenological given, the world, is pre-conceptually a

unity which discloses itself in existing individuals. This

Heidegger has underlined by using the word "Dasein" and by

characterizing it ecstatically. Moreover, by this move he

has made it almost impossible to forget his promise to be

true to this phenomenological unity.3 On the other hand he

must at this point begln the arduous task of resolving this

unity with the multiplicity of things which are phenomenally

disclosed. The basis of this analysis at this point is the

moods which always accompany the multiplicity of phenomena

in the unity of the world. It is found that Dasein is al

ways there in the world in some mood or other.
4

1 .
Such knowledge is of course founded on concernful

dealings which (as a more basic form of disclosedness)
have their own fonn of knowledge. Ibi~., p. 86 ff.

2Heidegger tells us that the traditional analysis
spiits the phenomenon asunder..Ibid., p. 170.

3 b'd~.,

4 Ibid ., p. 173 ff.
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The significance of states of mind for ontology is
1that.they disclose that a Dasein is and has to be. It is

important not to demand that they be either things or

properties. states of mind will never fit into the modal

category of possibility. But property talk depends upon

contingency and possibility in a modal sense, that is, upon

the assl~ption that things are and in addition have proper

ties in the sense ~f mere possibilities - something not yet

actual and not at any time necessary. On the other hand,

if it is possible for Dasein to have a particular state of

mind then he necessarily has it at some time.
2

This is

simply because a state of mind provides the existential

IIthat it is" and is necessary in every way in which Dasein

is there because that is how he is there. Merely by disclos--
3

ing Dasein, the moods of Dasein also become necessary. It

is not possible that what is, is not. It is possible that

how one speaks of what is, is not how it is. The requisite

"contingency" of property talk therefore denies a basic

ontological fact - that Dasein is and is necessarily revealed

already in his attunement to the world, his state of ffiinQ, at

l~bid., p. 174. Heidegger warns us that this fact
should not be regarded in terms of things merely present ~t,

hand. He also reminds us that the very fact that we do not
always follow our moods is no evidence against the fact that
we do always have them. Ibid., p. 173.

2Heidegger's analysis of the ancient ontology in
terms of mere presence is the basis for his rejection of
IIthings", "properties ll and formal relations. The arguments
for thls have already been given in terms of the readiness
to-hand of What is closest to Dasein. See for example,
B.T., 68-69, 114, 171 for references to properties and B.T.,
183 for the discussion of modality.

3 b'dI 1 ., p. 176.
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the~ time.

The peculiarity of a state of mind is that it dis

closes Dasein to himself. This is a basic fact about the

way' Dasein is. Not only about how-basein always is, but also

about the way the identity of that Dasein is established in
. . 1 .

the world. This should not, however, be taken to deny that

a Dasein finds himself throvm in the world with characteris---- . 2
tics and situations over which he has no control. The

establishment of Dasein's identity is a question of his

existence, not of his essence, and not as a mere thing, but

as being on its way.3 states of mind are ontologically de

terminative because they reveal Dasein to himself and thereby

·establish his identity as being IIthere ll in the world. Their

place in a theory of the things which are lies in their dis-

closing of things and their primary disclosure of Dasein as

a being already in the world.

Although states of mind are most basic in an onto

logical sense, it is not true that everything is derived from

them. The world is most basically disclosed in a state of

mind as are existence and Dasein-with. But it is necessary

~o keep in mind that understanding is equally basic with

states of mirid. By recognizing this Heidegger has refused

to link all factors to a common ground by some chain of de

ductive thinking for the sake of proving first principles.
4

2 'd. Ib1.·., p. 176 .

• 3Heidegger speaks in terms of a IIthro\\7J1 possibilityll.
Ibid., p. 183.

A

~Ibid., 170, 176.---
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1
Heidegger does have a ground , however - Being there in the

2
world.

How does one find a unity in these two distinct as

pects of Dasein: understanding and mood? And why should

one aSSlUue from the first that there is one? The reason is

clear. Understanding also discloses the Being of Dasein and

its world. It also establishes identity. Since a Dasein is

only as he is, the double disclosure of the being there in

the world must be a unity. Moreover, it is phenomenally dis-

d
. 3

covere as a unlty.

It therefore becomes important to elucidate the dif~

ferent ways in Which DaseinSdisclose and hence are disclosed.

The fact that the world has been primordially dis

closed allows one to encounter what is in the world. Further

more, states of mind provide a partial basis for time by as

certaining that one disclosure that matters to a person de

pends upon the previous existence of something else which

matters to it.

States of mind already appear to be determinative

for care. Heidegger characterizes them as follows:

1For a more thorough
comes out of the analysis of
The Essence of Reasons.- .

discussion of "the ground" which
Being and Time see Heidegger's

in terms of our concernful. deal
to be what all knowledge is

2Being-in-the-world
ings has already been shown
founded upon.

3Heidegger says that "A state-of~mind always has i·ts
understanding, even if it keeps it suppressed. Understanding
always has its mood." Ibi5!.., p. 182.
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II Existentially, a state of mind irnplies a disclosive sub

mission to the world, out of which we can-·encounter something
- 1 -

that matters to us. II He tells us that if one makes demands

for an absolute knowledge of the world one will be misled

into thinking that the world is non-being.
2

The first mistake in ignoring the importance of

states of mind is the positivistic presupposition that we

can be without presuppositions and without a mood. But know

ledge is not possible without a state of mind which discloses

what matters to us. We are deluded most when we think we can

escape this personal unsteadiness of moods. 'I'heoretically

one can construct a thing Which does not change with his

moods. But he is mistaken if he thinks that he knows such

a thing. The only way to know things in themselves is to let

them he as they are in the vlorld. One must grasp them as

they are disclosed by states of mind. He who would under

stand things must wait on them patiently and let thern reveal

themselves rather than to theorize them away according to

the will for (positivistic) power. Heidegger is _riot suggest-
3

ing that science be replaced by feeling, but rather insists

that unless moods- are recoghized as basic , rather than in-:

cidental, factors' of ontology I there wi.ll bE?- no basis 'for

philosophy in everyday life and there will be no ontological

basis for living well one with another. lilt 'is into such -

1
B.T., p. 177 •

• 2 Ibid • The implicit criticism of traditional
ontology with its, latent nihilism is obvious.

-I
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a mood and out of such a mood that the orator speaks. He

must understand the possibilities ,of moods in order to rouse

them ahd guide them aright. 1I1

The result of waiting upon the mood or state of mind,

rather than denying that it is there, is the achieving of a

more fundamental understanding of what the moods reveal con

cerning what matters to Dasein and how it is when it matters

in different ways, and therefore the understanding of what

is.
2

According to Heidegger, states of mind and understand-
3

ing are inexorably linked to one another. But the onto-

logically determinative character of understanding is lithe

for the sake of which II • That is to say, that understanding

is the disclosedness of being in the world, as such, since

it reveals that for the sake of which things are, and, just

as basically their significance.
4

At the same time, things

are revealed in their function and their meaning. This is

no coincidence. For they are both equally basic aspects of

understanding.

1 B.T., p. 178. One can understand Wittgensteiflis
interpretation of Being and rrime as Ethics i see liMen and
Ideas ll Encounter, Jan. 1969. The reason iNhy Being and Time
could never be the sole basis of an ethical theory or ethical
code is also given above. It is necessary to understand
moods in order to be just. This is a matter of our concern
ful dealings and not of theory per see Heidegger's position
thus seems to be that only the just (perceptive) man can and
will be just. The reference to A.ristotle is by no means
accidental.

• 2Ibid ., p. 182 ff. In view of the incompletability
of the reduction Dasein must understand moods moodfully.

4 .
Ibid.
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sense

and
This

The understanding is rooted in a peculiar kind of

possibility, an ontological one - Dasein's possibility for

-be'ing. Possibility for Daseiri means "not yet". But since

this possibility will not a&nit of possibly not at any time

it cannot be a modal category for as a possibility it is

also a necessity.l The ontological significance of the

understanding lies 'in its ability to disclose what a Dasein

can be from what he is already. It thus projects the present

into the future. Heidegger assumes that the future is al-
2

ready held in the present. He thus mus·t also assume that

amid the everchanging moods of a Dasein there is a fixed

determinative nature which sets out the limits of what he
3

can be. Hence, his reason for-dismissing the significance

for ontology of possibility as a modal category is that it

never allows that a thing is necessary at any tliue. And if

it is not necessary at any time then nothing is determina

tive for it.

By speaking of potentiality for being, then, Heidegger

is not speaking of a free-floating possibility but of an

lIbid., p. 183.

2This is revealed by the_ analysis of understanding
as projection. Ibid./ p. 182 ff.

3
See "On the Essence of Truth ll in Existence

Being especially the section on freedom, -po 305 ff.
also articulates the meaning of "Being-free ll in the
of a thrown possibility e,-g. B.T., p. 183.
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1
ontological and teleological fact. The ontological fact has

been revealed that he is and must b'e as he is, a being dis

clo?ed by things ready-to-hand in the world. The teleo-

-logical fact is revealed by his understanding, in his totality

of involvements, that for the sake of which he is and the

significance of various things Which are with him in the

world. At the same time this teleological fact reveals the

primordial origin of the future tense. Whereas states of

mind pervade a person's whole being, understanding projects

him beyond it. Understanding discloses teleology.

understanding, however, is not an articulate or

thematic way of projecting towards possibilities. For in

"Heidegger's words IIGrasping it in such a manner would take

away from what is projected its very character as a possi-

bility. and would reduce it to the given contexts which we

have in mind; whereas projection, in throwing throws before
2

itself the possibility as possibility and lets it be as such. 1I

Understanding discloses tha"t Daseins are more than can be

factually known about them. Not only because iri their facti

city they are involved with the fate of others, but also be

cause that interweaving of personal fates is possible. The

lThe compatibility of the methodological require
ment of the incompletability of the reduction must also
be noted together with the decision to base the ontology
upon what is in the everyday world. For it is precisely
these concernful dealings which eventually make the ontology
of possibilities explicit.

• 2
B.T., p. 185.
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potentiality for being is turned into the possibility for

understanding, when Daseins ca.tch sight of that for the sake

of which they are by projecting beyond themselves. One

catches sight of one's self only as being along side the

world with' others is disclosed. One does not perceive a

self but under.stands or projects a.self.
l

Hence, Heidegger has developed his theory of truth

from the basis of common sense. The importance of Heidegger's

characterization of the understanding as common sense is that

it deprives II pure intuition of its priority, which corres

ponds noetically to the priority of the present'at hand in
2

traditional ontology. II" Such a difference in fundaiuentals

is not just a matter of replacing one concept with another.

It involves a complete change of theory about what is and

how it is kno~n. First of. all it denies that one's first

encounter with the world can be free from a mood. It thus

closes the door on positivism and the fact-value distinct~on.

Secondly, it removes the stress on the external world and

the view that knowledge is an accumulative process like

filling up a tank. ~~e alternative is that Daseins en

counter certain things Which concern them and towards which

they are already projected. It is-accordinsr to these that

they notice or ignore things and appropriate them for the

sake of some pre-determined and primordially disclosed

purpose~ The mere presence of things in the world is not

1 b'd"~., pp: 184-188.

2 B . T ., p. 187.
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sufficient to "stimulate" understanding. Rather it is the

readiness or unreadiness of things to function in a particular

way which discloses them to Dasein.
1

When the understanding projects itself, it brings

into being a new possibi1i'ty - that of "developing" itself

through interpretation. 1"lhat Heid~gger means by "interpretation"

is neither the acquiring of information nor the transformation

of the understanding, but "the working out of possibilities

projected in understanding ll
•

2
That which is ready to hand is

analysed according to its "in order to". That is, it is

seen explicitly in terms of its purpose or ,the end in mind o

The interpretation thus lies in seeing something as something.

For example we see an object as a chair. In so doing we have

already understood that it is possible to sit upon it and so

on. We understand a totality of involvements - fatigue, the

furniture in the room, a body position, comfort, etc. There

is no need to make assertions to have grasped these clearly.

The absence of the predication of something as something does

not mean that there is pure perception. Whenever we merely

encounter some'thing we do so in terms of a totality of in

volvements even if they remain hidden. Heidegger's c1aDu

then, is that the lack of interpretation is not more primordial

than interpretative understanding, but derivative from it.

Interpretation is not merely a value 6r a pr~ference distinct

from the facts that are. II In interpreting, we do no't so to

speak, throw a I signification lover some naked 'thing which

is present-at-hand, we do not stick a value on it; but ",ihen

lIt is in the sense of this readine'ss-to-hand that
we must interpret the concept of already disclosed purposes.

2
B.T_~, p. 1890
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something within the world is encountered as such, the thing

in question already has an involvement which is disclosed in

our understanding of the world, and this involvement is one

Which gets laid out by the interpretation. 1I1

What we see is not so much a function of, for ex

ample, what is on the page, but of what Heidegger would call

lithe totality of involvements ll and some aspect of it which

we have, see, and grasp in advance. Interpre'tation thus al-

ready reveals that Dasein is already with or alongside of

others in the world.

The character of this "fore ll of the IIfore-having- lI
,

II fore-sight II and II foreconception ll vlhich is thus brought to

our attention is of great importance for ontology. Although
-- ---_ .. - --- --

such phenomena may not be necessary a priori, Heidegger does

not think that an analysis of them is possible without

grasping their unity in the world of Dasein.
2

Furthermore

such an analysis requires the explicitation of the rather

nebulous phrase "potentiality for being ll which has been used

repeatedly up to this point and appears time and again there

after • ,Perhaps Heidegger, never reveals enough about what

possibility means. And perhaps he can never go back beyond

this point in a phenomenological vein. It is possible that

such a further analysis requires a radical departure into an

in'terpretCi.tion of Nature or some other non-descriptive and

Metaphysical activity. Yet a great deal can be learned from

. this I potentiality I by discovering how it functions in

lIbid., p. 190, 191. 2 Ibid ., p. 193.
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ontology by making explicit the meaningful terms of what

matters. The eidetic reduction discloses the thematic

order of the world in terms of possibilities. It is in

them that the world has meaning. The possibilities which

are indicated by the interpretive understanding are ontolo

gically determinative, for they articulate how the world

can be.

4 0 Being in the Truth Discourse

(Articulation of the Meaningful)

Entities 'Which are already in the world are often

understood and said -to have meani.ng. But what is under

stood is the entity, or its being, not the meaning.
1

Heidegger distinguishes the meaning from the entity to which

the understanding directs itself. He claims that "Meaning

is that w11erein the intelligibility of something maintains

itself. That which can be articulated in a disclosure by

which we understand, we call 'meaning' .,,2 Meaning in

Heidegger1s terms belongs not to things as a property which

d
. 3

can be attached to then, but to the worl of Daseln o Mean-

ings preserve intelligibility. Meanings are themselves de

peno.en-t upon the disclosed structures of things in the

world which allow the further disclosure of things in the

world. One looks at the duck-rabbit situation of Gestalt

psychology and says "Aha~ its a rabbit." He has grasped

1
~.To, p. 192 ff o 2 'd 1Ibl 0' p. 93.

3Ibid • "Meaning is an existentiale of Dasein."
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the meaning of the lines. An apprentice hands a carpenter

a harruner and the carpenter says., "Too heavy. II 'I'hen the

apprentice gets a lighter hammer. The apprentice understands

th~ meaning of the situation just as he understands the

meaning of the words. It all "fits", in an aesthetic
l

sense,

in the form of life in which he is engaged.

Meanings are more basic than words for they reveal

situations which can be articulated.
2

Moreover t they require

a world, or a totality of sig nificances.
3

They are never

singular or neutral and always provide a link to other things
4

than those that are factually present. This linkin'J" charac-

teristic of meanings reveals that interpretation is possibly

problematic. For if understanding is to be interpreted, is

to reveal- a meaning I wha'l:is- ini:eL'F>r-e-lsed must-have al1?eady

been understood. This circularity5 would ordinarily bea

problem were it not for the fact that Dasein has an ontolo

gical basis in understanding, for he is that about which he

is enquiring and thus must enter into this circularity in

a unique way. In understanding, one must also interpret and

in interpretation one must already have grasped the signifi-·

cance and purpose of what is to be interpreted. Therefore

it is necessary.that understanding and interpretation be.

grasped as a unity if false problems are to be avoided.

lIt must be remembered that for Heidegger the
aesthetic aims at and is culminated in the Idea. rbiCl., p. 57.

2rbid . , p. 193.

3
the relevance of the previous analysis ofHence

signs.

4rbid • , 193.
5
Ibid. , 194.p. p.
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Heideggerls analysis of interpretation revealed that

something was .seen as something. But, beyond mere inter

pretation, one must consider its "crystallization" iIi asser

.ti9n. This phenomenon is a common way in which manls

understanding gets formulated and passed on. Heidegger

isolates for analysis three inter-dependent constituent'

characteristics of assertion: pointing out, predication,

and communication. An assertion points to a situation or an

entity as it is in the world,-but not to its meaning, not to

a representation of it nor a psychical condition. Predi

cates are asserted of subjects in order to point out the

thing in a certain way. The purpose of assertion is com- .

munication -in order to let someone see something with us

a§ Wf;.; see it. It is a~§11ll1~t1, in making an ClssertioIl! that

others can share what it is that is .pointed out.
l

Yet these factors of disclosing also can become ways

of obscuring what is pointed out in an assertion unless

is bound to being in the world and the "fore-having" of

what is disclosed. For this reason, assertions cannot be

subservient t.o the formal notion of "validity" which signi

fies "ideal Being", or "Objectively valid" or "of univer

sally binding" character. On the other hand, Heidegger in

sists that, "When an assertion is made, some fore-conception

is always implied, but it remains for the mostpar·t in

conspicuous, because the language already hides in itself

a developed way of conceiving .,,2 The sib~ation surrounding

an assertion involves not only the assumptions which have

1

lIbid., po 196 'ff o
2

BoTo, po 1990
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been taken into a language but the very function for which

the assertion was made in the first place. It is for this

fact that assertions must not be viewed in the formal sense

of logical analysis. For example, the statement liThe hammer

is heavy" is shown by Heidegger to have many meanings de

pending upon the context of their use" In no case can these

meanings be said to be derived from the logical analysis

that "this Thing - a hammer - has the property· of heaviness". 1

Moreover, the same assertion might be made by the mere action

of laying the ha~~er aside.

2
The assertion discloses something as something, but _

it does so in such a way that something ready to hand becomes

present to hand and its other basic possibilities become

ohsclirea. Thus i in Heia.egger"sanalysis,the language- OT

Things and properties has a dexivative character from
':{

interpretation.~ Its origin is in assertion and not in a

primordial understanding.

- Heidegger's quarrel with ancient ontology stems from

1B.T., p. 200. Hence the inadequacy of the Hm;;serlian
view of the essence of language as someone saying something
about- something to someone. The structure of -. formal apopo
phantics is not sufficiently linguistically basic.

2Heidegger accordingly distinguishes two kinds of
"as": the lI as ll of interpre-tation and the " as ll of assertion
(hel<~er'~u;(;'i,al{l1ltl,l!tpopnafltical). For example, I interpret a
thing as a log and assert that it is not dangerous. These
two functions reveal fundamentally different ways- -in which
one thing is seen as another ..
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his claim that it was based upon an inadequate interpreta

tionoi Being involving merely presence together with a

correspondingly inadequate interpretation of the logos. An

interpretation which interpreted synthesis and diaresis as
1involving a theory of- judgment in terms of true and false.

But if the assertion of the logos is to exhibit anything it

is to take it together and take it apart in the sense that

an assertion takes "something as something". If the inter

pretative origin of assertion is denied then what is under

stood as ready to hand can only be dealt with in terrns of

What is present to hand, things_ and their properties, what

is true or-false. Heidegger finds in this lack of recogni

tion of the derivation of assertions from interpretations

the seeming self evidence of the copula and the dominance of

h ,. 1 1 2 '" ,t e propos1t1ona calcu us. It 1S 1n th1S same overs1ght

that positivism and the very fundilluentals of traditional

ontology are based. Thus it is the case that if any ad,...

vance is to be made in ontology a further analysis of the

logos and of language is absolutel-yessential.

The phenomenon of l.anguage first comes to light in

assertion. This fact discloses that its basis is in the

more fundamental ways in which a Dasein is there in the world ..

namely, discourse, interpretation, understanding and states
- .

of mind. This is because assertions disclose in a language o

Heidegger tells us that language is based in talk or dis

course and that IIDiscourse is existentially equiprimordial

with state of mind and understanding 0 The intelligibility of

1
B.T.: p. 201 ft. and pp. 55-8.

2 b'dI 1 .,
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something has always been articulated, even before there is

any appropriative interpretation of it. Discourse is the

Articulation of intelligibility. Therefore it underlies

both interpretation and assertion. That which can be

Articulated in interpretation: and thus even more primor

dially in discourse is what we have called 'meaning' "I

Again the equally basic nature of understanding, discourse,

and states-of-mind makes a number of philosophical problems

disappear. The question of t.he casual link between moods,

understanding and discourse is no longer possible0
2

The

conception of equally basic constituent factors of a unity

does not, however, do away with the ques,tion of how such a

unity operates o The question of causality and dependence

of one OT these factors upon the other is denied by equi~

primordiality, but the question of their interdependence is

riot. That which talks is seen tone that which understands

and has a mood at the same time. Ontologically they all

appear to be the same, not only because they all" reveal

Dasein to be there in the world, but also because they are

all disclosed by Dasein in the world as the way in which

they are "therell~ Discourse cannot be apart from Dasein and

the world because it is from an everyday stand in the world

which people talk. It is.also in this sense that they talk

about entities in the world. Heidegger tells us that

IIDiscour'sing or talklng is the' way in which we articulate

'significantly' the intelligibility of Being-in-the world.,,3

IB,'T., po 203, 204.

2Epistemology cannot come to such a conclusion because
it does not grasp the basis of knOWledge in terms of our
concernful dealings in the world o

?

..JIbid., p. 204 0
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The significant articulation of what is intelligible can be

done in such ways as hearing, keeping silent, assenting,

refusing, demanding, warning, pronouncing, consulting,

interceding$ making assertions, wishing, commending. Al

though discourse is about something, what is said and the say

ing disclose. Dasein in a very fundamental way to himself and

to others. In discourse Dasein shares himself with another.

He makes known something. Words do not do this in them

selves. A language can thus only be understood in terms of

the constitution of Dasein in the world as this is disclosed

by discourse and insomuch as discourse is based in what is

significant in terms of DaseinDs concernful dealings.

In discourse we also hear. But we hear interpre

tively and not in naked tones 0 Heidegger asserts that:

"It requires a very artificial frame of mind to 'hear' a

'pure noise' .,,1 The fact that v.7e hear the motor-cycle, the

column on the march, etc o is evidence of the fact that a

Dasein lIdwells alongside what is ready-to-hand within-the

world" • It is further justification for leaving the onto-

logical category of pure intuition far behind. When another

person talks to us we already understand what he is·talking

about, or else we hear "unint:elligible.,words and not a multi-
2

plicity of tone data".

lIbid., p. 207. Hence,. the reason for Heidegger' s
taking Husserl's distinction between unsinn and widersinn
to task o Ibid., p. 193. "Only that which ·is unmeaning
can be absurd."

2Ibid . The fact that discourse necessarily dis
closes Dasein-with is an early statement of Wittgenstein's
theory that there cannot be a private language 0
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The Greeks went so far as to interpret the essence
1

of man as the zoon logon echon - the entity which discovers

the world and himself through discourse. Heidegger claims
2 .

that the Greeks had no word for language ,and, that since

they understood the logos as assertion, they were able to

develop an ontology based upon the merely present at hand.

In addition their gram.mar became logic. Heidegger sees that

liThe task of liberating grammar from logic requires before

hand a positive understanding of the basic a priori structure

of discourse in general as an existentiale. 1I3 In other words,

if ever the proper functioning of words is to be understood

apart from logic one must first of all grasp the totalities

of concernful dealings because of which and within whose
4

context Dasein speaks; one must also grasp what these re-

veal about Dasein o

HeideggerVs own interpretation of language leaves

many basic questions. But its purpose is to introduce this

phenomenon in its everydayness and to provide a basis for

understanding the being of Dasein,"there ll in the world o

Thus, the basis is already prepared .for understanding the

everyday functions of discourse, states of mind, and under~

standing as idle talk, curiosity and ambiguity. From the

lIbid., po 208.
'1

£.Ibid., p. 209.

3BoTo, p. 209. wittgensteinVs programme is the same
in this respect .

• 4surprisingly enough, this is precisely wnat
Wittgenstein meant by his theory that the meaning of a word
is its use in the context of a form of life.. And it is
precisely why lie fonnul.ated it - to free men' s thinkj_ng
from the II subliming t.he logic of their language" or.from the

cramps of thought resulting from misplaced contexts o
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character of these phenomena the ontological basis of falling

can be ascertained in everyday being in the world -alongside

of others. This will retroactively reveal the complete

temporal structure of language o

5. Falling The Temporalized Origins

of Everyday Language

Daseins in their everyday being are faced with a

dilemma 0 They are in the world with others. In their

solicitude they reach out to others. But in being with

others their talk gets reduced to the average intelligibilityo

The average intelligibility soon very naturally comes to

dominate the talk of Dasein in the w6rld.
1

Hence, idle talk

becomes determinate for language and thought. On the other

hand if Daseins were not solicitous of o.thers, they would not

be Daseins, nor would they talk. For it is in the publicness

of discourse that the phenomenon of persons with others first

gets disclosed to any great extent.

Heidegger describes this idle talk in which everyone

engages as lithe possibility of understanding without previous-
. 2

ly making the thing one's own. 1I
. The word gets passed on o

The significance of such a phenomenon is not that it can

always be avoided~ but that in idle talk everyone covers

over his basic possibilities for understanding and thus for

grasping his own selfhood or the being of the world in general o

The results of such lIidling of language ll are clearly shown

by Heigeggerto be the metaphysical pursuits which lead to

2
~~~, p. 213.
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1
technology and the will for power.

,
Idle talk is not alone in covering over a person's

possibilities, for curiosity and ambiguity are also every

·day ways in which Daseinis in the world. For Heidegger

curiosity is a "stand-offish ll way of seeing things without

concern for their function, nor for understanding.
2

. In

curiosity nothing is closed off simply because Dasein never

takes a stand. The possibility of being involved in every

thing and not really anything at all belongs to being in the

world. It influences idle talk and is influenced by ito

The result of such rootless ways of being in the

world is ambiguity. Not only are we unsure of what can be

used and enjoyed and why, but we are also the being to whom

this ambiguity belongs as an everyday way of being in the
3

world ..- Such ambiguity leads to an ambiguity of identity

in the sense that where Dasein is, is confusedly given in

various public and private ways.4

This loss of identity to the "they" signals a very

l>asiG way in whiGh JJas~in is in the world in an everyday
5

sense. Heidegger calls this "fallenness". He does not

mean this in a moral sense, however, but in the sense that

everyone must be led along by his absorption in other

people o He tells us that this phenomenon itself is charac

terized by temptation, tranquillizing, alienatio~ self-

1 ~

See Introduction to Metaphysics and vortraege and
Aufsaetze.

2
214-:217.

3
Ibid 0 , 217.B . T "_' pp. p.

4 I:)

Ibid" p. 218 •. . -Ibid., p. 219.
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1
entangling and turbulence. Dasein who has lost his identity

in the sleep of the others tries to'overcome his alienation

by l;ooking for his II-self", conceptually. In such pursuit he
2

has, become further removed from his a~thentic self. How-

ever, Dasein can fall only-because being in the world is an

issue for- ito Dasein does not fallout of one world into

another but-loses its grasp on what it is most properly in
3

an ~v~ryday sense.

The importance of IIfalling ll for ontology is what it

reveals about the everyday Being of persons, and how, in

this Being, what might be authentically disclosed can also

be obscured in its mere presence or self-evidence. Language

·in the form of discourse was found to be ontologically de-

terminative for Dasein o This was because its identity de-

pends on how it can be disclosed. But even in a more concrete

sense, when man is viewed as the being which talks, discourse

is seen to be ontologically constitutive for him o

The last part of Being and Time deals with HeideggerDs

conception of temporality. For our purposes, however, what

is important in Heidegger's treatment of temporality as the

unified horizon structure of Care as it is fbund@d upon

lIbido, pp. 221-224.

2 Ibid ., po 224. It is interesting in this respect
to compare Heracleitus' Fragment 95: liThe waking have one
cornmon world, but the sleeping t~rn aside each into a world
of his own. II (Burnet's translation 0)

'3Heidegger reminds us that this is not to be inter
preted in a moral sense.- Ibid., p. 211.
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Dasein I S everyday concerns is tha·t the disclosedness of,
Being-in is also shovm to be temporalized.~ Hence, the way

in Which the meaning of the Being of beings can be articu

lated is basically temporal a Heidegger claims that is is

this fact and nothing else that accounts for the origins of
2

the tenses of our language. Although the understanding is

grounded in the future, states of mind in the past, and

falling in the present, Heidegger tells us that lIin every

ecstasis, temporality temporalizes itself as a whole •

Hence, the previous notion of the equiprimordiality of dis-

course, states-of-mind, and understanding as ways in which

Dasein discloses its Being-in-the-world is reiterated by

the demonstration of the unity of temporal ecstases. Further

more, this temporal unity as found in Dasein's disclosedness

promises a way not only of writing a more adequate ontology,

but also of preparing an adequate language for its articu

lation. For it has overcome what Heidegger thinks was in

appropriate in the traditional approaches to ontology and

language.

Moreover, when it is realized that Daseinvs under

standing must interpret, and that his interpretation is

often passed on in assertions, formulated in discourse and

preserved in speech, it will also be realized how a tempora

lized language' is the house of Being a How man's potentiality

for being which is disclosed in the understanding gets com

mited to the care of language and thu~ how it is that from

lIbid., pp. 384-401.

2 b' "T , rt.=--=:.::::. I
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the beginning the business of philosophy should be to develop

an on"tologically appropriate language -sine qua non 0

1

The elucidation of Heidegger's thought on language

now enables us to appreciate the following fundmaental

statement on what he takes to be the distinction between

his view of language and that of the tradition o He says:

On the usual view language is held to be a kind of
communication. It serves for conversation and mutual
understanding, generally for coming to agreement.
But language is not only and not primarily an audible
and written expression of something to be communicated.
It not only furthers the advancement of the overt and
the covert as thus meant in words and statements, but
language brings what is as something that is into the
open for the first time. Where:there is no language,
as in the being of stone, plant, and animal, there is
also no openness of what is and consequentlY2no open
ness also of that which is not of the empty.

lHeidegger has shown that the results of not having
done so has led to the development of modern western tech
nologyo See vortraege and Aufsaetze, The Question of Being,
and Introduction !o Metaphysics, as well as What is Called
Thinking and "The Age of the World view" 0

. 2Martin Heidegger, "Origin of the Work of Art" in
Hoffstadter, opo cit., p. 694. This is an expression of
Heidegger's view of language as articulation, which might be
t.hought of as Being, put.ting the pauses in the proper place.
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III

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we hope to have clearly established

the significance of the following points about Heidegger's

conception.of language in Being and Time:

(1) that Heidegger attempts to replace the old ontologies

and their approach to language with a more adequate

one which articulates what is in terms of a fully

temporal languagei

(2) that his conception of ontology is that of addressing

oneself to what is and discussing it as such (/cOryOS) i

(3) that Heidegger's conception of truth as "Being-disclosing"

in its everyday mode is the basis of his theory of

language;

(4) that Heidegger implies that truth is temporali

(5) that Dasein is the being whose Being can become an issue

for it through its addressing. itself to that Being in

discourse;

(6) that the concrete expression of discourse is speechi

(7) that· the ontological difference of Dasein as the being

which encounters other beings makes possible the

structure of signs;

(8) that Dasein itself is a si9ni

(9) that signs depend upon totalities of things ready-to-.

hand which indicate other entitiesi
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(10) that the totalities of things ready-to-hand are already

there in Dasein's concernful dealings and thereby form

a more basic kind of readiness to hand by means of which

signs can be established;

(11) that things ready-to-hand in the world exhibit the fact

that the basic structures of lIin-order-to ll
, lIin-terms of",

"for-the-sake-of" are essentially characteristic of them

and that therefore Dasein need only clearly grasp its

concernful dealings in order to hear the language of

Being;

(12) that Heidegger's treatment of signs (someone shows

something that is, to someone through discourse) is a

development of Husserl's view of signs in terms of the

category of things ready-to-hand and the implications

necessitated by his different conception of phenomenology;

(13) that the more general kind of thing ready-to-hand provides

the basis for the particularized sign and is what gives

its meaning;

(14) that meaning as "the upon which of a projection in terrns

of which something becomes intelligible as something II is

the more basic structure which is ready-to-hand in our

concernful dealings and is that "significance" towards

which signs point;

(15) that meaning is disclosed to and through Dasein and

its equiprimordial mode5- of Being-in-the~wor-ldof its

concernful dealing as understanding, moods, and

discourse;
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(16) that Dasein's moods discover that something was already

while its understanding projects to the future and

thereby temporalizes the world of Dasein;

(17) that even Dasein1s purest disclosure of the things that

are is an interpretative form of understanding based

upon its concernful dealings in the world and that

therefore the most basic form of perception has the

character of something-as-something;

(18) that assertions are not the primary forms of language

but are derived from the more basic form of language as

Articulation through the disclosure of Dasein's moodful,

interpretative understanding;

(19) that idle talk, curiosity, and ambiguity are everyday

forms of Dasein' s Being~in-the_-world which tend to deny

the truth e but are not therefore any less essential,

for they exhibit the falling of Dasein in terms of

which DaseinDspure presence can be grasped explicitly;

(20) that the temporality of Being demands that language be

tensed and tbe Being of temporality (as it gets

articulated in understanding, states of mind, and falling)

makes this possible;

(21) that in terms of all of the previous considerations

language gets shown to have the essential character of

being the Articulation of the Being of beings, -their

modes and their derivatives •

• The further implications of these basic tenets are

far reaching indeed o Perhaps in the future some will even
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prove to be inadequate for a sOlJ.nd approach to ont.ology and

therefore also to language. Nevertheless, it will be enough

for the time being, if we have been able to identify some of

Heidegger's most central propositions, to have clarified

what they mean, and to have indicated something of their

necessity, historical development, and internal intercon

nectedness. In the words of Heracleitus: "Eyes and ears

are bad witnesses .to men if they have souls that understand
1

not their language."

1
Fragment 4 (Burnet's translation) •
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